Kids

*Must be ordered
in full case packs

Now budding artists
can create their own
puzzles! These blank
puzzles are made with
high-quality board
and are sturdy enough
for paints.

Ages: 3+

19310

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 15* in PDQ

5⅛”(w) x 5¼”(h) x 1”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

Ages: 3+

19311

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 6

5½”(w) x 5½”(h) x 2⅝”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

WORMY APPLE is a matching card game for little ones. It features an apple-shaped
deck of cards filled with colorful illustrations as sweet as pie. Players must match their way
through the apple orchard…while side-stepping the Wormy Apple of course!

PICTURE DOMINOES includes 36 brightly illustrated
sturdy paperboard dominoes.Three themes to choose from.

*Must be ordered
in full case packs

20 Piece Tray Puzzle

D-CREATE

holds 18 tray puzzles

14½”(w) x 9⅜”(h) x 8⅜”(d)

Ages: 3+

58841

Players:1+

Case Pack: 24

14”(w) x 10”(h) x 1⁄4”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

*Must be ordered in

Ages: 3+

58845

Players:1+

Case Pack: 12*

21”(w) x 15”(h) x 1⁄4”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

www.outsetmedia.com

Picture Dominoes: Dino

full case packs

70 Piece Tray Puzzle

FARM ANIMAL DOMINOES

Postcard Sized Puzzles

Ages: 3+
Players: 2+

19209
Case Pack: 12

Picture Dominoes: Ocean
Ages: 3+
Players: 2+

19208
Case Pack: 12

Picture Dominoes: Farm
Ages: 3+
Players: 2+

19207
Case Pack: 12

Ages: 3+

58844

5½”(w) x 61⁄2”(h) x 2”(d)

5½”(w) x 61⁄2”(h) x 2”(d)

5½”(w) x 61⁄2”(h) x 2”(d)

Players:1+

Case Pack:
48* in PDQ

MADE IN CHINA

MADE IN CHINA

MADE IN CHINA

is a classic matching game for
young ones. Each game contains
36 illustrated dominoes. Features
high quality paperboard dominoes
and original artwork.
Ages: 3+

19201

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 12

5½”(w) x 61⁄2”(h) x 2”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

7”(w) x 5”(h) x ⅛”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

fax (250) 592-7522 | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Kids

MYSTERY ISLAND PIRATES is a back-and-forth
race from Pirate’s Cove to Treasure Island, where anything
can happen. So choose your boat, roll the dice, and head
off on the high seas for a wild adventure.

GO APE (TIN) If you like

Ages: 4+

19220

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 6

6¼”(w) x 6¼”(h) x 3”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

making funny faces and acting
like a monkey, you’ll go bananas
over the Go Ape! card game!

Ages: 5+

19305

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 6

Ages: 5+

10950

Players: 2-4

Case Pack: 6

11¾"(w) x 10 ⁄2”(h) x 2⅜”(d)
1

8”(w) x 8”(h) x 2 ⁄2”(d)
1

MADE IN CHINA

MADE IN CHINA

IGLOO MANIA
(BILINGUAL) is a game
of steady hands and skill! Up to
four players take turns removing
bricks from the igloo. Just don’t
let Parka Pete fall.

WALK LIKE A CHICKEN is a hide-and-seek activity game that gets kids
moving and having fun! Hide the 24 picture cards around the house. Kids must now
move around the house while walking like the picture they are looking for. Available
in both box and tin versions.

Box Edition
Go Oink

Go Ape

Bug Out

Ages: 4+

19126

Ages: 4+

19125

Ages: 4+

19146

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 18

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 18

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 18

3⅜”(w) x 5⅝”(h) x ¾”(d)

MADE IN CANADA
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MADE IN CANADA
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MADE IN CANADA

D-CARD-3-GO

Tin Edition

Ages: 3+

17801

Ages: 3+

17800

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 6

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 6

101⁄2”(w) x 101⁄2”(h) x 21⁄8”(d)

7”(w) x 9”(h) x 23⁄4”(d)

MADE IN USA

MADE IN CHINA

27 Units (9 each)

103⁄4”(w) x 10”(h) x 75⁄8”(d)

fax (250) 592-7522 | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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KEVA Cutouts
MW-25977 | Ages 5+ | 1+ Players

Add special details to your KEVA constructions with these fully
compatible pine planks featuring arches, columns, portholes and
battlements. With KEVA Cutouts, the ideas are endless and impressive
results are easier than ever. KEVA Cutouts is the perfect introductory set
to hook traditional builders on the simple spectacular building of KEVA.
Case Pack: 6

KEVA Contraptions
Ages 7+ | 1+ Players

Learning that’s right on track! Young thinkers can build
unbelievable ball track structures with this simple stacking
plank system. Create ramps, funnels, chutes, and crazy
contraptions like the “Black Hole” or the “Bounce Plate”.
No glue, no connectors- just loads of constructive fun!
KEVA Contraptions 200

KEVA Contraptions 50

MW-44156 | Case Pack: 3

MW-48001 | Case Pack: 6

KEVA Junior
MW-96909 | Ages 6 months+ | 1+ Players

These oversized planks are perfectly sized for young hands to grasp
and nicely weighted to stack effortlessly. Plus, these environmentally
friendly wood-composite planks are made from recycled material. The
planks are top-rack dishwasher safe and can be sanitized—making
KEVA Junior the perfect choice for day-care centers, schools, hospitals
and other institutions. The surface is smooth and the planks will never
splinter. Case Pack: 4

KEVA Balls
MW-12359 | Ages 7+
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KEVA Catapult

KEVA Trebuchet

MW-48143 | Ages 7+ | 1+ Players

MW-52131 | Ages 7+ | 1+ Players

Boost their learning trajectory with an authentic
catapult! Kids can build their own with planks,
a little glue and the help of easy, step-by-step
instructions. Case Pack: 6

Kids can build their own medieval siege engine
with pre-drilled planks, a little glue and the help
of easy, step-by-step “blueprint” instructions.

Extend KEVA
Contraptions play
using these additional
balls. The four-pack
includes two red and
two blue KEVA balls.

Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 12

www.outsetmedia.com

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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KEVA Structures 200
MW-50089 | Ages 5+ | 1+ Players

Develop a knack to stack! No glue or connectors required…simply
stack wood planks to create buildings, monuments, and geometric
forms. It’s the ideal activity to help kids gain an understanding
of balance and proportion, as well as an interest in architecture,
building and design. Case Pack: 3

KEVA Brain
Builders

KEVA Brain
Builders Junior

MW-66009 | Ages 7+ | 1+ Players

MW-68337 | Ages 4+ | 1+ Players

Approach KEVA from a whole new
angle! Full color cards include a
2-D building challenge on one side
and the solution on the other.

Brain Builders Junior features
photos of fun, recognizable
objects to replicate – letters,
numbers, the sun, dragonflies
and more! Case Pack: 12

Case Pack: 12
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KEVA Bot Maze

KEVA Brain Builders Deluxe
MW-66855 | Ages 7+ | 1+ Players

MW-20300 | Ages 7+ | 1+ Players

Experiment, innovate and create with precisionengineered KEVA planks and a variety of doodads
and gizmos! Customize a pair of motorized bots
using crafty items found within this one-of-a-kind kit.
The more unique looking, the better! Then construct
your maze’s tunnels, doorways, passages and obstacles
from the planks and connectors, or by hacking things
you have around the house. Case Pack: 6

Delight fans of Brain Builders with even more 2D images to build
into 3D reality! With 75 precise pine planks and 40 new puzzles on
oversized cards to challenge kids and parents alike, this is the ultimate activity to help puzzlers think in multiple dimensions!
Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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Seek-a-Boo
MW-62076 | Ages 18 months+ | 2+ Players

“Where’s the duck?” “Can you find the apple?” This fun, active game
helps young children learn the names of colors, shapes, animals,
foods and more while seeking and finding each match. Case Pack: 6

Start-Up Circuits

KaBlocks Blast

MW-36617 | Ages 18+ Months

MW-56714 | Ages 3+ | 1+ Players

When kids click together these chunky pieces and then flip the switch,
they’ll get an exciting result: either a spinning fan, a glowing light or a
whistling siren! All switch blocks and action tops are interchangeable for
mixing, matching and experimenting with actual working circuits in a
completely safe way. Requires 6 AA batteries (sold separately). Case Pack: 4

Introducing KaBlocks Blast. This redesigned version of our bestselling Kablocks construction set uses kinetic force rather than
air power to blast soft foam blocks even higher – over 6 feet into
the air! Now, even the littlest three-year-old can create impressive
explosions time after time. Case Pack: 4

Zoo on the Loose

Foozlefone!

MW-73244 | Ages 3+ | 2-6 Players

MW-36618 | Ages 4+ | 1+ Players

MW-39727 | Ages 4+ | 1+ Players

Bingo just got a little extra bouncy! Place
the bouncy ball at the top of the hopper and
then watch as it rattles and jumps down the
bounce pegs to land in the catcher. Call out
the shape and color and if it’s on your card,
bingo! Case Pack: 6

Lead five cute and cuddly animal escapees on
a playful adventure until the zookeeper card
pops up. Then it’s time to get the animals
back in place as quickly as possible!

This wacky, 9-foot-long talking tube with
oversized bells has the magical ability to
expand your child’s communication skills and
encourage live improv! Case Pack: 6

Bounce Around Bingo!
Character Builders
MW-27661 | Ages 4+ | 1+ Players

Explore feelings through theater! Theatrical playsets are
among the best educational toys, encouraging kids to
examine emotions and relationships, develop characters and
boost self-esteem. Now kids can create their own dramas
and performances featuring mix-and-match magnetic
wood characters expressing 6 distinct emotions. Develops
creativity, confidence, socio-emotional development and
communication skills. Case Pack: 6
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Case Pack: 2
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babu
1+ Players

babu is a timeless, artistic, heirloom-quality
addition to your play space with a spectrum
of play possibilities! These whimsical, wooden
toys promote creativity while introducing basic
play lessons. babu Stacker has a modern twist
on toy blocks delivering pure and simple play
by stacking the sleek rainbow pieces by size and
sequence to create a traditional pyramid, or
twist and turn them to make a more playful
shape. babu Rocker introduces sorting, stacking
and balancing. babu Rollers is a modular car set
letting little ones create cars, campers and even
a truck. Mix and match the colorful wooden tops
and bases to build unique vehicles with smoothrolling wheels. Each piece is crafted from solid
hardwood with a non-toxic, BPA-free, waterbased finish. Case Pack: 6

Babu Tilt and Spin
MW-73232 | Ages 12+ Months

Babu Rollers
MW-34429 | Ages 18+ Months

Babu Rocker
MW-34428 | Ages 12+ Months

Babu Mirror
MW-73231 | Ages 6+ Months

Babu Lacing Beads
MW-73237 | Ages 3+
Babu Stacker
MW-34430 | Ages 6+ Months
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Block Buddies

Wild Ways
Stacking Monkeys

MW-25106 | Ages 3+ | 1+ Players

MW-27435 | Ages 3+

Imagination Magnets Castle

Imagination Patterns

96

MW-68210 | Ages 3+ | 1+ Players

MW-88340 | Ages 3+ | 1+ Players

Get set for fun! Imagination Patterns will boost your child’s finemotor and visual-thinking skills with brightly patterned magnetic
blocks and fun design cards to replicate. Everything is packed in a
sturdy wood carrying case with hinges and rope handles. Case Pack: 6

Put the fantasy world of a medieval castle into kids’ hands as
they use wooden magnetic blocks to build geometric pictures!
Whether using their minds to replicate pattern cards or their own
imaginations for creating their own designs, they build gross motor
skills and shape recognition while they play. The interior magnetic
play surface is also a dry-erase board for extra fun! Case Pack: 4

Pattern Play 3D

Pattern Play

Pattern Play: Revolution

MW-68325 | Ages 5+ | 1+ Players

MW-25105 | Ages 3+ | 1+ Players

MW-25156 | Ages 5+ | 1+ Players

Using brightly colored, multi-shaped wooden
blocks, the goal is to turn 2D images into 3D
structures. All puzzles will challenge kids and
adults while providing a rewarding, towering
finish! Case Pack: 4

Kids can create endless patterns with this
high-quality 40-block set, which fits justso into its wood tray. Vibrant colors and
unusual shapes build spatial and artistic
skills. Case Pack: 6

Pattern Play: Revolution puts a spin on
geometric play with six double-sided nesting
rings that must be spun into the correct
puzzle-solving position. Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

Block Buddies challenges kids to identify shapes and colors to
complete the patterns on the cards! Pattern cards offer 50 designs
in three levels of difficulty and encourage independent creative play.

Monkey around with brightly-patterned animal shapes made of
durable hardwood. Kids will learn the principles of balance by
stacking the colorful animals as high as they can! Includes ten
2”x 3” chunky, painted wooden monkeys. Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6

Aqua Maze Twist

Builder Box House

MW-36635 | Ages 4+ | 1+ Players

MW-27658 | Ages 3+ | 1+ Players

It’s a wet and wild marble ride that’s sure to blow traditional marble
runs—and science toys for kids—out of the water. Kids can get their
feet wet in the basic principles of physics. Buoyant marbles keep the
wonder afloat and a waterproof play mat makes cleanup a breeze.
When it comes to engineering toys and building sets, marble runs
simply can’t be beat. Good, clean, educational fun that encourages
kids to learn early physics fundamentals. Case Pack: 3

From the front door to the family dog, this creative construction set
encourages little builders to design their perfect house through pretend
play. Move windows, bushes, the cat, a sweet picket fence. Each solid
wood accessory can be twisted into place and removed using the
wooden screwdriver and wrench. Design it again and again! A selfstorage bin in the back keeps all pieces contained, and the sturdy, builtin handle makes this home mobile. Case Pack: 4

www.outsetmedia.com

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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Dimpl Digits

FBT-2611 | Ages 12 months+
Touch, push, pop, and learn! Squishy, silicone bubbles captivate the fingers
in a way that’s impossible to put down while simultaneously opening a
unique new avenue for learning. On one side, the bubbles are embossed
with the numerals 1 through 10, each accompanied by its matching word in
English. Flip it over and you’ll find the words written in Spanish, plus dots
to feel and count! Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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Dimpl
Dimpl Duo

FBT-2425 | Ages 12 months+
Textures, colours, shapes, and words! On one side, each silicone
button is embossed with a different shape and labeled with its
matching word in English and in Braille. Flip the whole thing over
and this time, the buttons are smooth and the words match the
colours! Its compact size is perfect for on-the-go. BPA-Free, made
with food-grade silicone buttons. Case Pack: 6

Whirly Squigz

FBT-2427 | Ages 10 months+
Stick’em, spin’em, whirl’em! Whirly Squigz are big, bright, and full
of tactile fun! The suction cups stick to any smooth surface, making
them perfect for home, travel, and bath time. Little ones will love
taking this toy out for a spin over and over again! Set of three. Made
from Food-Grade silicone. BPA-Free. Case Pack: 6

Dimpl

FBT-2323 | Ages 10 months+
Little fingers can’t resist these beautiful buttons! Built safely into the
sturdy ABS plastic frame are five vibrant 100% food grade silicone
bubbles in varying sizes and colours. Push them all the way in to pop
them through to the other side. It’s so simple, yet oddly, so brilliantly
fun. Case Pack: 12

Rock N’ Roller Piano
FBT-2627 | Ages 6 months+

Suction Kupz

Roll into a ruckus of melody-making fun! The included mallet lets
little ones bang out tunes both wild and wonderful. Meanwhile, flip
to the other side and spin the wheels. Each note rings beautifully!
Early musical learning becomes a wild adventure with the Rock ‘N
Roller Piano. Case Pack: 6

FBT-2305 | Ages 12 months+

Simpl Dimpl

Dimpl Wobl

Young or old, this unique
keychain provides hours
of fidget fun! Made of
strong, high quality
plastic and two colourful
100% silicone buttons.
Simpl Dimpl includes a
mini carabiner clip that
makes it easy to attach
and detach from keys,
purse or backpack.

Grab, chew, wobble, POP! On the top is a silicone button that little
fingers can’t help but push while the bumpy, textured frame
provides a satisfying touch of sensory delight. But then... Tilt it, spin
it, and let it go - Minds are aglow with fascination as it wobbles and
waddles this way and that! Great for teething and BPA-free. Case Pack: 12

FBT-2430 | Ages 3+

Ages 6 months+

Stack, roll, stick, and sip! Each of these vibrant, squishy
silicone cups features a suction cup bottom plus a suctioning
rim at the top. Stack them up tall. Stick them together and
then pull them apart to hear them POP! Stick them to the
walls of the bathtub or the windows of the playroom. Flip
them on their sides and send them rolling. 100% food and
dishwasher safe! Case Pack: 6

Crabby & Inky

Case Pack: 40

Ages 12 months+

FBT-2444 | Orange
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FBT-2442 | Blue

FBT-2445 | Green

FBT-2296 Crabby

Kids can’t get enough of these clever crawling sea critters! Push
them along or pull them by the string. The internal wheel rolls
to make the limbs look like they’re really crawling while the eyes
move back and forth to bring these amazing creatures to life!
Choose either Crabby the Crab or Inky the Octopus. Case Pack: 6

FBT-2297 Inky

www.outsetmedia.com
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Wiggle Stix
Ages 6 months+

More fun than you can shake a stick at! Flip these
unique fidgets over and watch these funny friends
come apart and wiggle their way from the top of the
stick to the bottom. Flip them again and watch them
wiggle again and again! The Penguin and the Duck are
both cleverly engineered with high quality materials
and construction, offering lasting durability. Perfect for
the playroom or the office! Case Pack: 6
FBT-2451 | Penguin

Klickity

FBT-2165 | Ages 12 months+
Curiosity goes exploring through pushing, spinning, zipping,
and clicking! Push one colourful ball down then watch as it pops
up with a click! Send each colourful shape zipping as you push
them back and forth through the spinning center ball. Tons of
sensory exploration! Case Pack: 4

FBT-2450 | Duck

Twissbits Wagon
FBT-2306 | Ages 12 months+

Pull, roll, and discover! Grab the three TwissBits from
their storage slots and drop them into the wagon base
holes. As children pull the wagon, they all twist and
turn up and down! Then, lay the pull-bar flat and set a
TwissBits at the top and watch it slide down. Little ones
will watch in wonder as it rolls down the slanted lines
and into the slot at the bottom! Inspires hours of active
fascination. Case Pack: 3

OombeeBall

Wimzle

FBT-2125 | Ages 6 months+

Pail Pals

FBT-2474 | Ages 10 months+
Each colourful ball is uniquely textured with
fascinating dots, lines, and swirls. Meanwhile, short,
safe tethers keep them all connected in a wonderfully
wobbly row. But the best part? Each ball opens up and
fits snuggly into the next! OombeeBall is a cleverly
innovative early-learning experience that inspires
hours of tactile exploration to promote sensory
exploration, tactile learning, fine motor skills, object
permanence and spatial reasoning. Case Pack: 6

Clustered together, these contrasting
orbs spin and slide freely in constant
motion. Babies and toddlers discover
embossed geometric patterns, explore
twisting silicone rings, play with balance
and rotation. and learn through causeand-effect exploration! Case Pack: 6

Two star-shaped buddies are stacked between
three wavy rings. Stack them big to small,
small to big, or play with them any way you
want. The stars can be spun like tops and
everything floats for fun in the tub or pool!
The coolest part? Pail Pals comes with its very
own take-a-long bucket! Case Pack: 6

FBT-2298 | Ages 10 months+

Waddle Bobbers
FBT-2162 | Ages 12 months+

Make bath time more fun! Fill up the
tub, set the iceberg adrift, and send the
penguins racing down the slide. Whoosh!
Case Pack: 6

Hiding Hedgehogs
FBT-2460 | Ages 18 months+

Stack, connect, and let your imagination
roll! Burrowed within the spines of each
hedgehog is another hedgehog, smaller and
cuter than the last. Unstack them one by
one to discover smiling faces, zig-zagging
textures and colourful rolling wheels. Each
one is a delightful new friend. But then connect them tail to nose, big to small, papa
to baby. Little ones can’t wait to pull the
whole family along on a vibrant pretendplay adventure! Case Pack: 6

Brain Teether
Infant

FBT-2448 | Orange
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FBT-2449 | Green

FBT-2446 | Blue

The smartest way to soothe sore gums! From
the fingers to the gums to the eyes to the mind,
little ones are in for an illuminative sensory
experience the moment they chomp down on the
Brain Teether. BPA-Free, exceptionally safe for the
baby, and dishwasher safe too! Choose from three
colourful brains! Case Pack: 12

www.outsetmedia.com
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Tobbles Neo
FBT-077 | Ages 6 months+

The unique grippable
texture of Tobbles Neo
awakens touch. See those
gentle playful curves?
They truly enliven tactile
experiences for little ones.
Case Pack: 6

Spoolz

SpinAgain

FBT-2303 | Ages 10 months+

FBT-2094 | Ages 12 months+

Simple design stacks up into endless
possibilities! Stack them from big to small.
Balance them, roll them, arrange them any
way you want. Tactile exploration becomes a
creative adventure with this unique set of 7
colourful Spoolz! Case Pack: 6

It’s a stacking toy with a spin—literally! Drop the vibrant discs
onto the threaded corkscrew pole and go “Ooooh” as they spin
fast and smooth to settle onto the reversible base. Choosing how
to set the base is half the fun for your toddler. Pick either the
wobble base or turn it over for rigid structure. Case Pack: 6

MiniSpinny

FBT-2123 | Ages 10 months+

Wobble Run

RollAgain Tower

FBT-2609 | Ages 12 months+

FBT-2300 | Ages 12 months+

Watch it wobble around and around! Three uniquely textured
tracks slide onto the tower in any order you want. Drop one of
the balls onto the top and send it rolling with a light clatter.
Wonder abounds as its weight tips the tower this way and that
atop the wobbly base! Then, once it’s time to go, all the balls
can be stored inside the tower for easy clean-up. Case Pack: 6
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Send your little one’s senses spinning! MiniSpinny
is designed with seven vivid colours, exciting textures, soothingly smooth surfaces,
and three vibrant propellers that twirl and spin playfully down the corkscrew pole.
Great for reaching, grasping, counting, motion, and cause-and-effect play! Case Pack: 12

It’s endless ball run fun! Grab the ball from the bottom and
instantly, the other balls roll down one level. Drop the ball into
the tunnel at the top and then grab the next ball to do it all
over again... and again, and again, and again! Easy to build.
Includes 5 balls. Case Pack: 3

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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InnyBin
Spinny Pins

FBT-2526 | Ages 18 months+
Spin, wobble, sort, and discover! Each of the five colorful pins
features fascinating textures to feel plus a weighted base that
wobbles wonderfully. Fit them into the slots of the big bowl either
upside down or right side up, matching the colors as you go. On the
bottom of the bowl is a bump that keeps it constantly tilted and
a delightful chime is hidden inside. Experiment with balance and
movement while keeping the senses enthralled! Case Pack: 6

Pop ‘N Slide Shelly

OombeeCube

FBT-2111 | Ages 6 months+

FBT-2108 | Ages 10 months+

Slide, pop, and learn with this happy playtime turtle! Covering its
shell are seven vibrant hexagons in four soothing colours while just
beneath the surface are three buttons in teal, orange, and magenta.
Push them and slide them from slot to slot. Little smiles erupt with
delight as the buttons POP into place! Practice matching them with
the slots by colour. Just have fun enjoying the tactile delight of sliding
and popping them from slot to slot. Case Pack: 6

Grab, explore, sort, and discover! Little hands are immediately
drawn to the six vibrant, textured, rubbery, tethered shapes. Explore
their contours, give them a squeeze, and even try chewing on
them - Made of 100% food-grade silicone, these shapes are great for
everything from tactile exploration to teething! Case Pack: 6
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FBT-2529 | Ages 10 months+
An incredibly unique shape-exploration experience! The six chunky
shape blocks are each designed with fascinating textures that
are sure to thrill the fingers. There’s a cube, a diamond, a sphere,
a triangle, a flower, and the happy Fat Brain logo... But the best
part? As kids push the shapes through the elastic bands of the
cube, curiosity is sparked and young minds can’t help but explore,
experiment, and discover. Case Pack: 6

Silly Rings

FBT-2605 | Ages 12 months+
Sensory fascination so fun it’s silly! Each ring is covered in a
soft, rubbery material, features unique textures for the fingers
to explore, and has a built-in rattle that delights the ears. Plus...
They all connect to each other - in any order and from any side magnetically! Stack, roll, shake, explore, discover... Young minds
bloom and giggles abound the moment little ones get their hands
on the Silly Rings. Case Pack: 12

Tinker Rings
FBT-2606 | Ages 2+

Get your little one thinking, tinkering, and learning early! The sturdy
rings are each covered with a wonderfully soft, rubbery surface and
designed with unique, engraved textures little fingers will love to
explore. Meanwhile, built into every ring are magnets, arranged just
right so that, no matter which side of each ring is facing up, they’ll
always connect and stack perfectly from big to small! Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com
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Sensory Rollers
FBT-2188 | Ages 6 months+

Each of these three silicone spheres feature a unique design that
mesmerizes the eyes, fascinates the fingers, and inspires the
imagination. Meanwhile, chimes hidden inside sing beautifully with
every movement, captivating the child’s ears. Dishwasher safe. BPAFree. Case Pack: 6

Shape Factory

RollAgain Sorter
FBT-2461 | Ages 12 months+

Roll, CLUNK, discover! The gradually widening track propels the balls
forward fast until suddenly they drop, perfectly, gracefully into their
matching-coloured slots. Meanwhile, fine motor skills are bolstered
and an understanding of size and colour is fortified. Simple fascination
inspires hours of exploration with the RollAgain Sorter! Case Pack: 6

Flexicule

FBT-2195 | Ages 2+
What do you do with Flexicule? Whatever you want! Take the
colourful plastic and silicone pieces apart, then flex and push them
back together into the cool cube! Flexicule is baby’s first brainteaser,
but its modern design also looks super cool on your desk. Go ahead,
flex your imagination and make Flexicule your new favourite toy!
Case Pack: 6

FBT-2468 | Ages 12 months+

Shape sorting with a twist! There are ten unique shapes and four
slots. Can you figure out how to fit ALL the shapes through the
slots? Here’s how it works: With a push of the button, the top twists
and the slots all change. Kids have to explore and experiment to
solve the puzzle and match all the shapes! Then, open the door to
release the blocks and start the fun all over again. Case Pack: 6

Nourish the senses! The orange comes apart into four thick slices
that snap back together with magnets. The watermelon pieces
stack atop a teeter-tottering peg base while silicone seeds fascinate
the fingers. Then there’s the pear - Send it wobbling and listen as
the chimes inside sing! With the Fruit Friends, sensory fascination
abounds. Case Pack: 6

Bugzzle

FBT-2426 | Ages 3+
Young ones are abuzz with puzzle-solving excitement! Pick one of the 40
challenge cards and then arrange, flip, and perfectly position the semicircular puzzle pieces into the bug-shaped tray to match the picture. It’s
a wonderfully satisfying brain challenge! All the while, kids are learning
about colours, fractions, early math, and more. Debug your young
learner’s brain with the brilliant fun of Bugzzle! High quality ABS-plastic
- BPA-Free. Case Pack: 6

Playviator

RollAgain Maze

Ages 3+
FBT-2466 | Red

FBT-2462 | Ages 2+

Fascinating physics inspires hours of play! Press one of the two
buttons to launch and watch as the gradually widening track
propels the ball forward. Send the blue ball rolling down the long
zig-zaggy track. Send the orange ball swirling along the winding
curvy track. Or, launch them both at the same time to see which
one’s the fastest! Exploration and experimentation are on a roll the
moment kids get their hands on the RollAgain Maze. Case Pack: 6
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Fruit Friends

FBT-2604 | Ages 2+

FBT-2467 | Blue

Kid-powered engineering! The smooth contours
and charming colours invite little aviators to take
off into an adventure. And when they do, they can’t
help but exclaim - “WOW!” as the plane is tilted
up, a weight inside slides to the back, causing a
collection of gears to spin the big propeller. Tilt
it down and it happens again! The transparent
compartment lets kids see the mechanical
movement in action. Timeless pretend play soars
to new heights with Playviators. Case Pack: 6
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Timber Tots

Timber Tots

Mini Car

Quad ATV

FBT-2483 | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 6

FBT-2484 | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 6

Magic Treehouse
FBT-2477 | Ages 2+

The classic Timber Tots are back, reimagined with new colors, features,
and accessories! There’s no better place to relax and play than at the
Timber Tots Tree House. Press the button at the top of the tree and
POP! - the whole thing opens up to reveal a cozy little home hidden
inside. But the best part - All the included critters and accessories can
be stored inside the treetop and the whole thing snaps shut, ready to
be carried away wherever you go! Case Pack: 4
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Hazelnut House

Mushroom Surprise

FBT-2480 | Ages 2+

FBT-2478 | Ages 2+

An entire house inside a little hazelnut... What could be more
magical? Open up the big front door to reveal a delightfully
detailed interior. Then, press the button to explore the three
different rooms. Case Pack: 6

The Timber Tots food shop is open for business! Push the little
treetop down and it opens up to reveal loads of tasty foods just
waiting to be harvested. Step across the retractable bridge to gather
the goods and then store them inside the mushroom shop for
customers to purchase. Case Pack: 6
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Enchanted Park
FBT-2479 | Ages 2+

Helicopter

Adventure Bus

FBT-2482 | | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 6

FBT-2481 | | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 6

This pretend-play critter park is packed with excitement...
There’s a cozy little tree swing, a spinning corkscrew ride with
two seats, a spring-loaded tree-trunk-jump, a seesaw, plus a
little shrub that pops open to reveal 4 crates full of snacks for
the little critters. Case Pack: 6

PawPaw Family

TwitWit Family

ChipChip Family

NutNut Family

FBT-2485 | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 10

FBT-2487 | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 10

FBT-2488 | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 10

FBT-2486 | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 10
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Squigz

pipSquigz
pipSquigz Ringlets
FBT-2528 | Ages 6 months+

Connect them to anything and let your little one explore! Each
of these six silicone rings feature fun, vivid textures and suction
cup connectors that are quick to fascinate the senses and inspire
hours of exploration. Loop them together or pull them apart with a
POP. Hook them to the stroller, car seat, bounce chair, or anywhere
and let the tactile excitement unfold. Sensory learning is on a roll
everywhere you go with the pipSquigz Ringlets! Case Pack: 6

Squigz – Deluxe Set (50pcs)
FBT-143 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 4

Squigz 2.0

FBT-2432 | Ages 3+
Squigz 2.0 has a new “suction construction” with a whole new
dimension! The same fun little suckers, but now, it’s not just the limbs
that connect - their newly designed centers connect too. Plus, wild
curves add a clever new twist of character creativity! They’re made of
100% food-grade silicone and are BPA and latex-free. Case Pack: 6

Squigz – Starter Set
(24pcs - Bilingual)
FBT-2092 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 6

pipSquigz (Bilingual)
FBT- 2091 | Ages 6 months+

Sensory development is crucial
for every infant and pipSquigz
combines touch, sound, and visual
stimulation all in one compact,
take-anywhere, easy-to-clean toy!
100% safe and BPA free. 3 pieces
per package. Case Pack: 6

FBT-2192 | Orange

FBT-2193 | Teal

Pipsquigz Loops
Ages 6 months+

Building on the popularity of our best selling,
pipSquigz, we’ve added new textures, colours, and
yes, loops! Made of high quality silicone, pipSquigz are
naturally BPA free. Two colours to choose from.

mini Squigz (75pcs)

Squigz - Toobz

They may be tiny, but their building fun is MIGHTY! Push
‘em together then POP ‘em apart. Mini Squigz will stick to
any flat surface, leaving behind no residue. Using “suction
construction” and a little imagination, these tiny little
suckers provide hours of play. Case Pack: 6

Introducing the latest revolution in suction construction fun!
These new Squigz bend, twist, and loop every which way into
hours of creative play. Build them tall. Bend them cleverly. Make
your structures more wobbly than ever. Includes 12 Toobz, 6 classic
Squigz. Case Pack: 6

FBT-2088 | Ages 5+

FBT-2325 | Ages 3+

Case Pack: 12
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Building Toys

Building Toys
Build It Blueprint
Ages 4+

The blueprint becomes the building with these clever build-it sets! On one side of each precision-cut puzzle piece is
the blueprint - complete with measurements - while on the other side is the colourful exterior. Follow the blueprints
like a real architect and build like a real builder! Classic chunky puzzle fun takes on a new dimension of learning
with the Build It Blueprint Puzzles! Case Pack: 6

HexActly
FBT-064 | Ages 3+

Twenty-four cool and colourful hexagonal blocks fit
together and stack in more ways than imaginable. Kids
get innovative as they connect angular edges to create
all kinds of brilliant structures. Build them up, out,
around and sideways. There are no rules – it’s just you
and your creativity. Case Pack: 6

FBT-2469 | Barn

FBT-2470 | Cabin

Joinks

FBT-2079 | Ages 3+

Bend the rules of building as you flex,
connect, and extend with Joinks! Made
from flexible connectors and wooden
sticks, you’ll be constructing all kinds of
creative structures that bounce, wiggle,
and move! Colourful, chunky, and superflexible. Joinks silicone connectors make
construction simple with ever-expanding
possibilities. Case Pack: 4

FBT-2471 | Birdhouse

Dado Squares
FBT-019
Case Pack: 12

FBT-2472 | Dog House

Dado Cubes
FBT-007
Case Pack: 12

Dado
Ages 3+

Dado combines art and science as kids of all ages explore architectural principles of proportion, balance, structure, composition,
and colour. A new twist on classic building blocks, Dado engages the imagination as the slits on each cube or square interlock to
create an unlimited number of three-dimensional structures.
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Games

Games

Acuity

FBT-059 | Ages 6+ | 2+ Players
Acuity is the clever matching game of quick visual perception
where players race against each other to discover and match
hidden patterns. With simple rules, Acuity is a game the
entire family can play together. No reading required... simply
the ability to flip, turn, and match! Case Pack: 6

AnimaLogic

Inchimals

FBT-035 | Ages 5+ | 1+ Players

FBT-039 | Ages 3+ | 1+ Players

AnimaLogic is a brilliant puzzle game that will have children
working their brain overtime to solve these wonderfully smart
safari stumpers. Lions, hippos, giraffes, and camels are all
waiting to get to the other side of the river. Animals can only
cross the river bridge one at a time and they must travel in the
proper order to safely arrive at the other side. Sixty puzzles and
five levels of difficulty. Case Pack: 6

Beautifully crafted and thoughtfully designed, Inchimals is a
set of 12 wooden blocks which measure from 1” in height (the
tiny ladybug) to 12” high (the towering giraffe). Combine the
blocks with the 100 write-on/off math puzzles and you’ll soon
discover that Inchimals are more than toys. Explore counting,
number value and recognition, scale, fine motor skills,
language and imagination. Case Pack: 6

Peek-A-Doodle Doo
FBT-2067 | Ages 3+ | 2-4 Players

The find and hide game of chickens and eggs! Cluck! Cluck!
What an “egg-cellent” memory you have! A “My First Game”
for your clever little farmer. With constant motion, Peek-ADoodle-Doo engages your child’s memory in a farm fresh way!
Case Pack: 6

Sturdy Birdy

FBT-055 | Ages 5+ | 2+ Players
Roll the dice! Strike a pose! Find the perfect balance!
Reggie the Pigeon dreams of a life in the circus as a
high wire acrobat. Now he needs your help to perfect
12 poses to ‘land’ his dream job. Players must master
the 12 unique poses and be the first to make it to the
end of the line. Unlike any other game you’ve ever
seen, Sturdy Birdy challenges your child on a physical
level while encouraging counting skills, self-esteem,
and more! Case Pack: 6
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Teeter Poppers
Teeter Popper
Ages 3+

Rock it, roll it, spin it, sit in it! Kids just can’t get enough of
that awesome popping sound. Think of it as never-ending
bubble wrap that gets your child up, active, and keeps
them moving. Bright, colourful, and hours of silly, physical
fun...the giggles just keep coming with Teeter Popper!
Measures approximately 30” x 18” and features fourteen
Squigz sized suction cups! Weight limit: Approx. 110
lbs/50kg. Case Pack: 6

FBT-2069 | Blue

FBT-2075 | Pink

FBT-2074 | Green

FBT-D-2563
Fat Brain Toy Display
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Mix or Match Dinosaurs (Bilingual)
PP-62010 | Ages 2+

Mix or Match Dinosaurs is a product for creative
development. Each set comes with a Triceratops,
T-rex, Parasaurolophus, and Stegosaurus that
can be mixed and matched into any combination
that a child can imagine. Just put them together
and take apart again and again! Case Pack: 6

Mix or Match Animals (Bilingual)

Mix or Match Farm Animals (Bilingual)

What do you get when you mix a tiger, crocodile, an elephant,
and a giraffe together? Answer: four new species you won’t
find at your local zoo or on your next African Safari! Of course
you can also assemble them as nature intended, by matching colours or visual memory. That’s the “fun factor” of Mix
or Match Animals! Also compatible with Mix or Match Farm
Animals! Case Pack: 6

What do you get when you mix a cow, a sheep, a horse, and a dog
together? Answer: four entirely new species that you won’t find
at your local zoo or on your next trip to the farm! Of course, you
can also assemble them as nature intended by matching colours
or through visual memory. That’s the “fun factor” of Mix or Match
Farm Animals! Also compatible with Mix or Match Animals!

PP-62000 | Ages 2+

PP-62001 | Ages 2+

Case Pack: 6
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Magnetic Mix or Match

Magnetic Mix or Match

Mix or Match Vehicles 7 Vehicle Set (Bilingual)
PP-60313 | Ages 3+

These new primary colour sets are sure to appeal
to those who have longed for MIX OR MATCH
VEHICLES in more realistic colours. You still get
the same sense of pride and design, but now your
finished models will look like real vehicles!
Case Pack: 4

Mix or Match
Vehicles 2 (Bilingual)

Mix or Match
Vehicles 4 (Bilingual)

Mix or Match
Vehicles 6 (Bilingual)

PP-60302 | Ages 3+

PP-60304 | Ages 3+

PP-60306 | Ages 3+

With a pickup truck, submarine,
helicopter, and a steam train you
can mix or match even more
vehicle combinations, and this
set is completely compatible with
other Mix or Match Vehicle sets!

With a tow truck, dump loader
and race car, you can mix
or match even more vehicle
combinations, and this set is
completely compatible with
other sets! Case Pack: 6

Set 6 includes a dump truck, armored car and dragster. And just
like our other sets, our magnetic
locking system makes assembly a
snap and allows you to put your
vehicles together and take them
apart again and again. Compatible
with other sets! Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6
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Mix or Match Vehicles
Construction (Bilingual)

Mix or Match Vehicles
Police (Bilingual)

Mix or Match Vehicles
Fire & Rescue (Bilingual)

Mix or Match Vehicles
Space (Bilingual)

Mix or Match Vehicles
Diesel Train (Bilingual)

Mix or Match Vehicles
Race (Bilingual)

PP-60315 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 6

PP-60316 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 6

PP-60317 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 6

PP-60318 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 6

PP-60320 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 6

PP-60319 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 6
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Magnetic Build-A-Truck

Magnetic Build-A-Truck

Magnetic Build-A-Truck (bilingual)
PP-60401 | Ages 2+

This eye-catching, oversized truck construction toy is designed with
the youngest of builders in mind. The colourful pieces are easy to hold
and our magnetic locking system makes assembly and disassembly
a snap. You can make a variety of different trucks including a dump
truck, cement mixer, front loader, back hoe, and more - All of which
roll on real rubber tires! Case Pack: 6

Mix or Match Vehicles Junior Set 2 (Bilingual)
PP-61302 | Ages 18 months+

Welcome to Magnetic Mix or Match Junior 2, the toy that
lets you build a vehicle like no other. With these eight
magnetic pieces, building vehicles like a helicopter,
truck, train or boat is a snap. Or, mix the pieces up then
reassemble them by matching colours and Magnetic Mix
or Match Junior 2 becomes your child’s first 3-D matching
puzzle! Sets 1 and 2 are compatible for even more “crazy
combinations”! Case Pack: 6
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Magnetic Build-A-Truck
Fire & Rescue (Bilingual)
Mix or Match Vehicles Junior Set 1 (Bilingual)
PP-61301 | Ages 18 months+

Welcome to Magnetic Mix or Match Junior, the toy
that lets you build a vehicle like no other. With these
eight magnetic pieces, building vehicles like a plane,
train, car or boat is a snap. Or, mix the pieces up then
reassemble them by matching colours and Magnetic
Mix or Match Junior becomes your child’s first 3-D
matching puzzle! Case Pack: 6

PP-60402 | Ages 2+

This eye-catching, oversized emergency vehicles toy is
designed with the youngest heroes in mind. The colourful
pieces are easy to hold and our magnetic locking system
makes assembly and disassembly a snap. You can make a
variety of different trucks, including a fire truck, ambulance,
rescue truck and more! Best of all, our Build a Truck sets are
compatible, making even more vehicle combinations possible.
Case Pack: 6
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MagSnaps

Magnetic Vehicles & Toys

MagSnaps (Bilingual)
MagSnaps magnetic pieces snap together and come apart
with ease, making them ideal for young builders. Their
brilliant translucent colours will dazzle and inspire builders
of all ages!

Magnetic Build-a-Boat

Magnetic Build-a-Car (Bilingual)

PP-60201 | Ages 3+

PP-60101 | Ages 3+

Build-A-Boat comes with 10 colourful pieces that allow you
to build a fireboat, tug boat, freighter, oil tanker, fishing boat,
or the boat of your dreams. Our waterproof hull guarantees
a safe voyage and hidden wheels make her easy to push for
those who are landlocked. Over 8” in length! Case Pack: 6

Ever wish you could design your own car or truck? Well now
you can with Build-A-Car! Mix and match eleven magnetic
pieces to build a coupe, sedan, pickup, crew cab, sport SUV,
or fullsized SUV. Over 8” in length! Case Pack: 6

Mag Builders
MagSnaps (100pc)

MagSnaps (48pc)

PP-18011 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 3

PP-18010 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 6

Mag Builders are a new and exciting way to build!
Mag Builder was designed with the younger child in mind.
The pieces are colourful, oversized and easy to hold. And they
magnetically snap together and come apart again and again!
Unlike many construction toys there is no “correct way”
to build MAG Builder. This allows the child to think outside
the box and helps develop abstract thinking which will
help them through life.

Mag Builder
Rolling Base
(Bilingual)
PP-18304 | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 6

Mag Builder
20pcs (Bilingual)
PP-18301 | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 6

Mag-Blocks (Bilingual)
Fun for everyone, our Mag-Blocks stimulate both
imagination and creativity in addition to promoting
basic logical thought. Each Mag-Blocks cube is made
up of 24 large, easy-to-handle, colourful pyramids.
Held together by magnets, they fit together only when
the magnets are properly aligned.
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Mag-Blocks (48pc)
PP-38416 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6
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Mag-Blocks (24pc)
PP-38415 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 12

Mag Builder
30pcs (Bilingual)

Mag Builder
40pcs (Bilingual)

PP-18302 | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 6

PP-18303 | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 6
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Magnets and Accessories

Magnets and Accessories

Iron Filings Case
PP-38220 Dimensions:
2-3/4”W x 3-3/4”H | Bulk Packed

100 Steel
Ringed Chips
PP-38850 | Case Pack: 18

Magnetic Wand
& 100 chips

1 Minute
Sand Timer

Magnetic Rings

Floating Magnetic Rings

PP-38837 | Case Pack: 36

PP-38350

PP-38822 | Case Pack: 18

Dimensions: 1”W x 4”H | Bulk Packed

PP-38833 | Case Pack: 18

Magnetic Match Rings
PP-38351 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 12

100 Steel
Ringed Chips
PP-38222
Bulk Packed

Magnetic Wands
PP-38330
Dimensions: 1-1/8 ”W x 7-3/4”H
Bulk Packed

Electricity & Magnetic Combination Kit
PP-38581 | Ages 8+

Take a look at our Electricity and Magnetic Combination Kit and
explore the relationship between electricity and magnets. Each
electricity and magnetic kit includes a power source, connectors,
a set of magnets, an instruction booklet, and electric current indicators such as light bulbs, speakers, and fans. Assemble the hand
powered generator by attaching the magnets to the hand crank
and power your own electric circuit! Case Pack: 6

Electricity Kit
PP-38580 | Ages 8+

Large Magnetic Horseshoe
PP-38421 | Ages 3+
Dimensions: 7-5/8”W x 7-5/8”H | Case Pack: 24
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Non-Spill Paint
Cups with Brushes
PP-38940 | Ages 3+
Case Pack: 6
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Jumbo Magnetic Marbles
PP-38160 | 5 per package
Five Jumbo sized magnetic marbles.
Assorted colours.
Dimensions: 1-3/4” Diameter | Bulk Packed

Each kit includes a battery power source, connectors, and electrical
indicators such as light bulbs, speakers, and fans. Each kit also
comes with an activity booklet which guides you through the
creation of simple circuits to completing more complex designs.
Once you’ve mastered these, you can begin creating your own
electric circuits! Requires 2 AA batteries, included. Case Pack: 6
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Playstix

Playstix
Playstix
Playstix is a great toy that allows you to build both the ordinary
and extraordinary. Build a variety of models right out of the box
with no need for additional or specialized parts. Each Playstix piece
has grooves that interlock when one piece is placed across another.
Once you’ve mastered your building skills, you’ll want to explore
the possibilities – think of a creation, then build it! A great idea
booklet is included to get your imagination going.

Playstix Starter Set - 80pc (Bilingual)
PP-90002 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 12

Playstix Deluxe Set - 211pc (Bilingual)
PP-90001 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6

Playstix - 150pc (Bilingual)
PP-90000 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6
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Playstix Flexible Set - 68pc (Bilingual)
PP-90003 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6

Playstix Super Set - 400pc (Bilingual)
PP-90004 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 4

Playstix Vehicle Set - 130pc (Bilingual)
PP-90010 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6
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Playstix

Playstix Airplane Set
(Bilingual)

Playstix Front
Loader Set
(Bilingual)

PP-90061 | Ages 4+

PP-90064 | Ages 4+

Case Pack: 9

Case Pack: 9

Playstix Race Car Set
(Bilingual)
PP-90062 | Ages 4+
Case Pack: 9

Playstix

Playstix Light Board (Bilingual)
Playstix Lunar
Rover Set
(Bilingual)

Playstix Translucent Set - 105pc (Bilingual)

PP-90035 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 12
The playstix light board is the ideal companion to
translucent playstix.

PP-90015 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6

PP-90063 | Ages 4+
Case Pack: 9

Playstix Base
PP-90030 | Ages 4+

Playstix Master
Wheels (Bilingual)

A molded building base designed to make
stacking and transporting your creations easy.
Bulk Packed

PP-90032 | Ages 4+
Bulk Packed

Playstix Master Set
- 141pc (Bilingual)
PP-90006 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6

Playstix Jumbo Set 80pc (Bilingual)
PP-90020 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 1
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Building Toys

Toys and Games

Sakkaro (Bilingual)
PP-19010 | Ages 3+

Sakkara is a geometry toy that
will light up a child’s creativity!
Its translucent coloured pieces
seem to magically blend
together when you stack, nest,
and interlock them. Discover
an endless variety of colourful
shapes and patterns! Case Pack: 12

Hexie-Snaps
PP-18001 | Ages 2+

Hexie-Snaps come in eight bright colours
and are 2.4 inches across, making them
the ideal building toy for children over 2.
The easy-to-manipulate pieces help
develop basic motor skills, encourage
creative thinking, and enhance hand-eye
coordination. Case Pack: 4

Linkazoo (Bilingual)

Texet (Bilingual)

PP-19100 | Ages 4+

PP-18005 | Ages 3+

Welcome to Linkazoo! It’s a new kind
of construction toy that’s fun for
the entire family. Construct endless
animal formations that will defy both
gravity and the laws of nature!

Texet is an exploration in pattern making fun for the entire
family. Its 12 colourful pieces can align, flip, overlap, and stack
to create a wide variety of interesting patterns. The Idea Booklet
describes the amazing geometry behind Texet’s two sided pieces
and shows over 150 examples of patterns to make, from easy to
challenging! Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6

Hexacus (Bilingual)
Ages 2+

Hexacus is an exploration in creativity and fun! Just sort by size
and colour, then stack, nest, and balance to create a wide variety
of patterns and shapes.

Hexacus (12pc)

Hexacus (25pc)

PP-19000 | Case Pack: 6

PP-19001 | Case Pack: 6

LinkaBlox
PP-19200 | Ages 4+

LinkABlox is a STEM supporting
construction system for children young
and old alike! This 60 piece set in primary
colours provides 4 basic pieces that allow
the builder to create buildings, animals,
vehicles and more for hours of creative
play. Pieces easily snap together for vertical,
horizontal, 3-D or 2-D construction play.
An activity guide is included with model
suggestions or the young builder can create
his or her own masterpiece! Building is a
SNAP with LinkaBlox! Case Pack: 6
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Monkey Fun

Monkey Fun

Monkey Learning
Children will have fun learning simple arithmetic with these amazing monkey calculators. Case Pack: 6

Monkey Adder
(Bilingual)

Monkey Subtractor
(Bilingual)

Monkey Multiplier
(Bilingual)

PP-50202 | Ages 4+ | 1+ Players

PP-50203 | Ages 4+ | 1+ Players

PP-50201 | Ages 4+ | 1+ Players

Monkey Blocks (Bilingual)
PP-50111 | Ages 3+ | 1+ Players

Welcome to Monkey Blocks, the gravity-defying stacking
toy that’s more fun than a barrel of monkeys! Hidden
weights are located in each block which makes for all
sorts of gravity defying shapes you can build! Case Pack: 6

Monkey Math (Bilingual)
PP-50101 | Ages 4+ | 1+ Players
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Monkey Bingo

Monkey Match

PP-50501 | Ages 4+ | 2+ Players

PP-50401 | Ages 4+ | 1+ Players

Monkey Bingo is the exciting new way to play bingo.
Includes an amusing dispenser, colourful two-sided
bingo cards and sixteen animal tiles. Case Pack: 6

No matching game can hold a child’s interest like
Monkey Match. It is a great way to learn. Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com
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Just hang an equal number of bananas from each
hand. If you’ve done your addition correctly, his
eyes will look straight ahead and his arms will be
level! Includes 15 banana tokens for all sorts of
addition fun! Case Pack: 6
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Preschool activities

Puppy Up

Sparky

Cheese Dip

PAT-7844 | Ages 2+ | 1-4 Players

PAT-7841 | Ages 2+ | 1-4 Players

PAT-7846 | Ages 3+ | 1-4 Players

It’s the tipsy, topsy numbers game
that includes three levels of play:
number recognition, counting and
addition! Pick a card and practice
counting or adding the puppies and
checking your answer by balancing
numbers and puppies on the
adorable scale! Case Pack: 4

Sparky is a fun and interactive game
to help children learn colour and shape
recognition, as well as listening and
matching skills! Just press Sparky’s back
and hear him say a shape while he lights
up a colour. Now match that shape/colour
combination on your playing board.

Now children can practice spelling in a
fun way with Cheese Dip. Roll the die to
see who gets to use their mouse tail to
hook the cheese letters, but be careful
not to drop them! It’s a sneaky race
to see who will spell their word first!
Includes multiple word level difficulties
to grow with children! Case Pack: 4

Case Pack: 4

Onaroo

Teach Me Time!

OK to Wake!

ONA-030 | Ages 3+

ONA-031 | Ages 3+

A bedside clock with night-light! Glows green when
it’s ok for a child to get out of bed. An interactive,
talking game helps teach digital and analog time!
Includes three interchangeable colour rings.
AC-powered with battery backup (2AA batteries).

Ok to Wake! is a simple, visual indicator that informs
toddlers when it’s time to get up. It is a bedside clock
with a night-light, a convenient nap timer, alarm
with snooze, and fun animations. Also includes two
interchangable faceplates. Requires 4 AA batteries,
not included. Case Pack: 4

Case Pack: 4

Fab Lab: Tie Dye
PAT-3684 | Ages 8+

Pass The Pup
PAT-6608 | Ages 3+
2+ Players

Have fun creating the latest tie dye fashions using your
own shirts, socks, shoes and more! Includes fun, water-based
permanent dyes and easy-to-follow directions! Hypo-allergenic,
non-toxic and safe! Includes 4 plastic applicator bottles with
coloured dye mixture, 30 latex-free elastic bands, protective
gloves, instructions. Case Pack: 6

A fast-paced game of
howling, fetching and tail
wagging. Players press the Pup’s belly to start
the music and then pass the puppy around
the circle. No one knows when the music
will stop. But when it does, the player caught
holding the Pup will have to take a card and
start acting like the dog on the card—maybe
by growling, fetching, scratching or more!
Woof! Woof! Case Pack: 4
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Face Paintoos

Fuzzikins

Face Paintoos transform the magic of face painting into a fun and easy

activity for children and parents. No painting skills are required. The designs
are easy and quick to apply and remove, and they don’t smudge, giving
professional, long-lasting results every time.

Fuzzikins flocked (fuzzy) and adorable animal characters are white, like

a blank canvas, so children can use the included washable markers to colour
and create their own animal friends! Then they can be rinsed off to remove
the marker and, once dry, they can be redesigned and coloured again! A craft
and a toy in one.

Fuzzikins: Camper Van
PAT-3674 | Ages 4+

Design the 9.75” camper van with the included
colour-in stickers and go on adventures with
your cats! Contents: 3 flocked (Fuzzy) cats, 5
washable markers, camper van, felt blanket,
colour-in stickers an instructions. Case Pack: 4
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Face Paintoos: Magical Pack

Face Paintoos: Pet Pack

Face Paintoos: JoJo Siwa

PAT-3694 | Ages 4+

PAT-3693 | Ages 4+

PAT-3698 | Ages 4+

The Magical Pack includes beautiful fantasy
creature-themed Face Paintoos (Forest
Fairy, Dolphin with Rainbow, Butterfly, Blue
Mermaid, Unicorn), applicator sponge and
tattoo removal wipes. Case Pack: 6

The Pet Pack includes five favourite
pet-themed Face Paintoos (Puppy,
rabbit, dalmatian, cat, mouse),
applicator sponge and tattoo removal
wipes. Case Pack: 6

JoJo Siwa includes five face designs
(Rainbow, Candy, Music, Emojis, Stars),
applicator sponge and tattoo removal
wipes. Case Pack: 6

Face Paintoos: Wild Pack

Face Paintoos: Party Pack

Face Paintoos: Paw Patrol

PAT-3692 | Ages 4+

PAT-3695 | Ages 4+

PAT-3697 | Ages 4+

The Wild Pack includes five really wild Face
Paintoos (tiger, monkey, leopard, lion, dragon),
applicator sponge and tattoo removal wipes.

The Party Pack offers fantastic value with
the most loved designs by children! The
party pack includes pet pack, magical pack
and wild pack all in one! Case Pack: 6

Paw Patrol includes five face designs
(Chase, Marshall, Rubble, Rocky, Skye),
applicator sponge and tattoo removal
wipes. Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6
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Fuzzikins: Cottontail Cottage

Fuzzikins: Cozy Cats

Fuzzikins: Dozy Dogs

PAT-3673 | Ages 4+

PAT-3671 | Ages 4+

PAT-3672 | Ages 4+

Play house with your furry friends in the 20.25”
pop-up cottage! Contents: 3 flocked (Fuzzy)
rabbits, 3 washable markers, pop-up cottage,
garden fence with gate, colour-in stickers and
instructions. Case Pack: 4

Put eye masks on your cats and slip
them into their beds! Contents: 3 flocked
(Fuzzy) cats, 3 washable markers, felt beds,
accessories and instructions. Case Pack: 6

Put eye masks on your dogs and slip
them into their beds! Contents: 3 flocked
(Fuzzy) dogs, 3 washable markers, felt beds,
accessories and instructions. Case Pack: 6

Fuzzi Babies
Each baby also comes with its
own fuzzi teddy bear, bed, three
washable markers, and stickers
to colour!

Fuzzikins: Hamster
(Fuzzi Babies)

Fuzzikins: Lamb
(Fuzzi Babies)

Fuzzikins: Monkey
(Fuzzi Babies)

PAT-3675 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6

PAT-3676 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6

PAT-3677 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com
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My Fairy Garden

My Fairy Garden

My Fairy Garden is the first of its kind: a toy that’s also a real, live garden!
Children love kits that allow them to grow plants at home; it gives them a
connection to nature and a sense of satisfaction at having nurtured a living thing.
My Fairy Garden takes it to a new, exciting level by allowing children to use their
imagination and interact with it as part of an enchanting play set. Children plant
seeds and care for their garden, all while setting up and playing with adorable
fairies, woodland friends, and accessories.

The top swivels
so you can shine
the light here
and there!

My Fairy Garden:
Lily Pond
PAT-3651 | Ages 4+

My Fairy Garden:
Unicorn Paradise

My Fairy Garden:
Tree Hollow

PAT-3664 | Ages 4+

A serene garden play area for fairy
fun! The set includes the teacup
house with opening doors, bottom
tray, leaves and stem, stream,
bridge, Calla the fairy, her friend,
gardening accessories, soil, seeds
and tools. Case Pack: 3

Ages 4+

Unicorns and rainbows! Unicorn
Paradise™ boasts a garden on and
around an eye-catching cave where the
glittery unicorn, Celeste, can rest and
hang out with her fairy friend Dahlia
and Dahlia’s pet turtle Pebbles! Like the
rest of the My Fairy Garden line, this
set includes soil and seeds to grow real
plants and flowers! Case Pack: 2

A charming, bright fairy home! The set includes
the adorable tree hollow with opening doors,
bottom tray, Willow the fairy and her friend,
gardening accessories, soil, seeds and tools.

A wonderful assortment that
contains a wishing well and many
different polished stones to decorate
your garden! *Must be ordered in
full case packs. Case Pack: 12* in PDQ
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It’s so magical – a fairy garden with colour-changing
light! Play inside the treehouse and tend to your fairy
garden. This set includes everything you’ll need to
make a special garden for the fairy, Amaya, and her
mischievous owl, Hootie!
Includes: 2-story fairy light house with swivel top,
bottom planting area, watering can, 2 gardening tools,
seed packet, fairy seed starter, Amaya the Fairy, Hootie
the Owl, fairy flying cord, leaflet.

Case Pack: 3
PAT-3652 | (English)

PAT-23652 | (Bilingual)

PAT-3641 | Ages 4+

PAT-3654 | Ages 4+

PAT-3645 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 2

Seeds and growth may vary.
Some assembly required.
Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included.

My Fairy Garden:
Nature Cottage

Garden Assortment

My Fairy Garden: Light Treehouse

My Fairy Garden: Windmill
PAT-3665 | Ages 4+

Bring solar energy to My Fairy Garden! The
garden’s main structure is an eye-catching
gourd that boasts a moving windmill that is
powered by the sun! This set includes the fairy
Saffron and her swans Grace and Beau, along
with seeds and soil for the garden. Case Pack: 2

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

The charming fairy cottage is a flowerpot
that the fairy Isla moved into and made
her home! Use the included soil and
seeds to grow a real garden on top and
along the bottom! Or leave the bottom
area open and add water to make a
peaceful stream! Excess water trickles
down into the water barrel, and children
can use the barrel to water their garden.
Children will have fun tending to their
garden and playing with Isla! Case Pack: 2

My Fairy Garden:
Light Garden

Blow on the
fairy house to
activate light
and music!

PAT-3644 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 2

It’s so magical – a fairy garden with light!
Children can blow on the fairy house to activate
light and music! This set includes everything
you’ll need to make a special garden for the fairy,
Saffron, and her beautiful Unicorn. Add water to
the pond and pump the water wheel!
Seeds and growth may vary.
Some assembly required.
Requires 2 AAA batteries, not included.

www.outsetmedia.com
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Automoblox

Automoblox
Automoblox:
Ultimate Series
Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 3

Mini 2-Pack (Chaos & Scorch)
AUTO-53109 | Case Pack: 6

Automoblox

Larger vehicles for bigger play and
display! Mix and match Ultimate
vehicle pieces to create your own
customized designs! Includes: 12
Mix-and-Match components.

Midnight Ultimate

Mamba Ultimate

Brawler Ultimate

Mayhem Ultimate

Violator Ultimate

Macho Ultimate

Chaser Ultimate

Racer Ultimate

Mini C12 Cipher

Mini C14 Zephyr

Mini C16 Sidewinder

AUTO-55109 | Case Pack: 6

AUTO-55120 | Case Pack: 6

AUTO-55118 | Case Pack: 6

Mini C11 Nebulous

Mini X11 Rivet

Mini T15L Grizzly

AUTO-55106 | Case Pack: 6

AUTO-55122 | Case Pack: 6

AUTO-55104 | Case Pack: 6

AUTO-54109

Ages 4+

The high-quality line of buildable and mixable vehicles
is an innovative reinvention of the classic wooden toy
car, and is a popular favourite because of its imaginative
play, creativity and collectability. Each vehicle includes
multiple interchangeable components and sports a body
made of European beech wood. Kids can play with and
collect cool sedans, rugged trucks, sporty vans, and more.
The more they collect, the more customizing they can do.
Plus they’re fun to race!

Mini X10
Timber Pack
AUTO-53110 | Case Pack: 6

AUTO-54112

AUTO-54111

AUTO-54113

AUTO-54110

Hercules Hauler
AUTO-54101 | Case Pack: 2

AUTO-54108

AUTO-54106

AUTO-54107

Mini 3-Pack
(Manta/Rex/Fang)
AUTO-53111 | Case Pack: 6

Mini 3-Pack
(Rescue)
AUTO-53106 | Case Pack: 6
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Automoblox

Chrono Bomb

Automoblox: Mini Assortment
AUTO-56101 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6* assorted UPC

Vehicle pieces in the Mini Series can be mixed and matched
with pieces from the Micro Series!
Includes: Display with 6 Mini Vehicles (assortments will vary)
with 11 Mix-and-Match components each.

Chrono Bomb: Night Vision (Briefcase)

Automoblox: Micro Assortment

PAT-7014 | Ages 7+ | 1+ Players

AUTO-53119 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6 in PDQ

Chrono Bomb® Night Vision is a super secret spy mission where
kids use the included clamps and long, 37-ft. string to create
a “laser” field to crawl through. At the end of the maze is the
bomb, counting down…tick, tick, tick! So, you have to hurry,
carefully, and make it to the end to defuse the bomb and be the
hero! Play over and over again, building new courses each time.
Try to beat your own or your friend’s record time! Turn the lights
out and play in the dark using the UV light goggles to light up
the string! Requires 9 AAA batteries, not included. Case Pack: 3

Vehicle pieces in the Micro Series can be mixed and matched with
pieces from the Mini Series! Includes: Display with 6 Micro Vehicles
(assortments will vary) with 11 Mix-and-Match components each.
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Chrono Bomb: Night Vision

Chrono Bomb (bilingual)

PAT-27013 | Ages 7+ | 1+ Players | Case Pack: 3

PAT-27010 | Ages 7+ | 1+ Players

www.outsetmedia.com
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Kids Games

Kids Games

Orangutwang

Don’t Rock the Boat
(Bilingual)

PAT-6960 | Ages 4+ | 2+ players

How much can you hang before he
goes twaaang?! Orangutwang is a
fun, suspenseful and wild game!
Take turns hanging fruit and jungle
friends on the orangutan, but watch
out! At some point, he’ll be holding
too much and he’ll spring up and
send the fruit and friends flying!
Easy to set up and requires no
batteries! Case Pack: 2

PAT-26946 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

Arrr ye ready for some fun? Take turns trying
to balance your pirate penguins on the ship,
but if you rock the boat and send some mateys
overboard, ye be a loser! Case Pack: 3

Yeti Set Go! (Bilingual)
PAT-26956 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

Yeti, Set, Go! is a follow-up to PlayMonster’s award-winning
Yeti in My Spaghetti®! It takes the yeti theme to a whole new
level, as this game features four different Yetis with four unique
personalities! And, instead of balancing on spaghetti, these Yetis
are kicking meatballs onto a snowy mountain! In this all-play
game, players make their Yeti kick the balls, trying to be the first
to get theirs on the ledges. Case Pack: 2

Yeti in My Spaghetti
Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

Stacktopus
PAT-6970 | Ages 5+ | 1-3 players

Includes: 9 Sea Fingers, 18 Cups, 27 Cards, Rules.
Slip on the silly sea fingers to become a stacking octopus… a Stacktopus!®

Who knew Yetis liked spaghetti? In this wacky, fun game, the
noodles are laid across the bowl and the yeti is just sitting there
on the noodles... but as you remove the noodles one by one, the
yeti could fall into the bowl, and that would mean you lose!
PAT-6958 | (English) | Case Pack: 4

PAT-26958 | (Bilingual) | Case Pack: 3

Stacking these cups should be easy, but when you’re wearing octopus arms
on your fingers, it becomes silly, competitive fun! Race to match your stack
of cups to the card shown to win! Case Pack: 3
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Pegable Games

Pegable Games

Yeti Forgetti

Kids Fun Card Game
Counter Display

PAT-6955 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 players

Hey, where’d that crab go? A fun, hide-and-peek memory
game! Hide the yetis and snow crab under the igloos and
switch them up so no one knows which is which! Draw
cards and do what they say—guess where a certain yeti
is, peek inside the igloo, reveal a location, or mix them up
again! Try and remember where yetis are to collect cards,
but don’t accidentally locate the snow crab…it’ll run away
and you’ll lose your cards! The player who collects the
most cards wins! No batteries required. Case Pack: 4

Stack Attack

Popalotsy

PAT-6890 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

PAT-6850 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

Play it risky or play it safe... either way you
just gotta stack it! Roll your dice and stack
matching numbers on the dice tower. Just
don’t be the player who knocks down the
tower because you’ll score a big fat zero! But
if you get all of your dice on the tower before
it falls, everyone else loses out! Case Pack: 6

Put the colourful dice in the popper and
let ‘em fly! Now it’s a race to match the
colour and/or number of your ring cards
to the dice and place the cards around
the dice. A colour match is good, but a
number match is better, and a number
AND colour match beat all! Case Pack: 6

PAT-1483
Display is free when 15 of each
Family Fun card game is ordered!

Stinky Pig (Bilingual)

Go Fish!

Old Maid

Crazy Eights

War

PAT-1463 | Ages 4+
2-4 Players | Case Pack: 12

PAT-1464 | Ages 4+
2-4 Players | Case Pack: 12

PAT-1465 | Ages 4+
2-4 Players | Case Pack: 12

PAT-1466 | Ages 4+
2 Players | Case Pack: 12

PAT-27384 | Ages 6+ | 2+ Players

Poke Stinky Pig’s belly to hear him sing, and then
roll the die to see which way to pass him. Do it
fast…pass him left, pass him right, roll again…
but hurry before he…randomly toots! If you’re
holding Stinky Pig when he passes gas, you must
take a token. But then keep playing…quickly…and
the player with the fewest tokens in the end wins!
Requires 2 AA batteries, included. *Must be ordered
in full case packs. Case Pack: 6*

Word Shout™
PAT-7359 | Ages 8+
2-4 Players

7 Ate 9 tuck box

A wild word-grabbing game!
You never know what words
the roll of the letter dice
will make… just find them
fast and shout them out
to be sure you get them
before anyone else! *Must be
ordered in full case packs.

PAT-7284 | Ages 8+ | 1-4 Players
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Imperial® Large
Index Playing Cards

Imperial® Poker
Playing Cards

PAT-1451 | Case Pack: 12*

PAT-1450 | Case Pack: 12*

www.outsetmedia.com
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Race to get rid of your cards!
Players add or subtract 1, 2 or 3
to the number on the card pile
to see if they have a card that
can be played next. Sounds
easy, but with everyone racing
to play cards, the numbers are
always changing! Contents:
73 cards and rules. Case Pack: 8

Case Pack: 6*
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Farkle

Magnetic Travel Games
Hangman

Ages 5+ | 2 Players | Case Pack: 6

Farkle Frenzy

®

SM-673 | (English)

PAT-6906 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Farkle Frenzy adds an exciting new dimension to
the classic Farkle dice game! Now everyone rolls
at the same time to try and score the most points.
Press down the funky Bubble Hub to vibrate and
bounce the common die, then let the fun begin!

SM-2673 | (Bilingual)

Case Pack: 4

Matching

Checkers

SM-678 | Ages 3+
2 Players | Case Pack: 6

SM-671 | Ages 5+
2 Players | Case Pack: 6

Farkle (Bilingual)
PAT-26910 | Ages 8+ | 2+ Players

Become a Farkle fanatic with this Classic Dice-Rolling,
Risk-Taking Game™. Take a risk and keep rolling to build
your score. Or play it safe so you don’t lose your points
in a Farkle. It’s a fight to the finish in this fabulously fun
game of strategy and luck! Case Pack: 6

Go Fishing™
Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players
Case Pack: 6

Chess

SM-677 | (English)

SM-672 | Ages 8+
2 Players | Case Pack: 6

SM-2677 | (Bilingual)

Bingo
Ages 4+ | 2 Players
Case Pack: 6

All Take ‘N’ Play travel games
now available in displayer
when ordered in full cases of 6.

SM-674 | (English)

SM-2674 | (Bilingual)

Farkle Flip™

PAT-6912 | Ages 8+ | 2+ Players

Farkle Nano™
PAT-6810 | Ages 8+ | 2+ Players

The classic version of Farkle,
now in nano form with a
keychain! Case Pack: 12
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Farkle Dice Cup
(Bilingual)

Farkle Score Sheets

PAT-6922 | Ages 8+

PAT-26912 | Ages 8+ | 2+ Players

Usable with Farkle, Farkle Dice
cups, Farkle Frenzy, or Farkle Nano.

Case Pack: 4

Case Pack: 12

www.outsetmedia.com
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Farkle Flip puts a different spin on
PlayMonster’s popular Farkle game! Flip
cards over, hoping to make combinations
to help you win using your own hand, or
another player’s hand. If you draw a Farkle,
you lose your points for that round. But wait,
you can score those Farkle cards later—
that’s definitely a twist on Farkle! *Must be
ordered in full case packs. Case Pack: 6*

Tic-Tac-Toe

Ages 4+ | 2 Players | Case Pack: 6
SM-675 | (English)

SM-2675 | (Bilingual)

www.outsetmedia.com
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Magnetic Playsets

Magnetic Playsets

Create-a-Scene Magnetic Playsets
Ages 3+

Children will exercise their imaginations for hours, with these magnetic
playsets that encourage storytelling, promote problem-solving skills, and
build skills. The 18” x 14” play board folds in half, and is sealed to make clean
up easier. The vinyl, waterproof magnetic playing pieces provide extra hold.
Case Pack: 6

Magnetic Bugs™

Magnetic Fire Fighters™

Magnetic Ocean Adventure™

SM-7120

SM-7126

SM-7109

Magnetic Solar System™

Magnetic Construction Site™ Magnetic Trains™

SM-7433

SM-7104

Magnetic Farm™

Magnetic Play House™

Magnetic Fairies™

SM-7101

SM-7118

SM-7125

Magnetic Zoo™

Magnetic Pet Shop™

Magnetic Enchanted Kingdom™

SM-7102

SM-7123

SM-7115

SM-7133

Wooly Willy

Use the magnetic wand to move iron powder into position to draw whiskers, sideburns, a mustache,
or different hairstyles on Wooly Willy® and his friends. Wooly Willy, the original favourite, is ranked
as one of the greatest toy concepts of all time.
*Must be ordered in full case packs.

Magnetic On the Go™

Magnetic Schoolroom™

Magnetic Dinosaurs™

SM-7117

SM-7122

SM-7131

Mini Doodle Balls™
SM-258 | Ages 5+

Original Wooly Willy® Hair-Do Harriet™
SM-30 | Ages 5+ | Case Pack: 12*

Magnetic Pirate Adventure™

Magnetic Town™

Magnetic Doll House™

SM-7113

SM-7105

SM-7107
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SM-34 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 12*

Buddy Beagle™

Use the magnetic wand to move
the balls around and drop them
into holes. 100 balls with 500
positions on the grid, make an
endless number of pictures. The
self-contained activity’s 7" x 8¾"
size makes it perfect for travel.

PAT-38 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 12*

Case Pack: 12*
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Lacing Shapes

Mirari
Pop! Pop! Piano!

PAT-7966 | Ages 12 months+

The wonder of making music! When children press a key
on the piano, they not only hear a sound, they see a ball
pop up! The clear, non-removable dome guides the colourful
balls into a different pipe so when another note is played,
they’ll pop some more! Flip the switch to go from piano
tones to hearing fun sound effects when the keys are
pressed. Press the soft, squishy Mirari button to hear the
signature Mirari giggle! Pop! Pop! Piano measures 9” x 11.5”
x 5.5” and has a natural wood top on the base for a modern,
rich look and feel. 3 AAA batteries included. Case Pack: 4

Lacing Shapes
Ages 3+

Kids love these Lacing & Tracing™ activities. The colourful, heavy-duty chipboard lays flat for
smoother tracing of the fun shapes, animals, trains, planes, snacks, and more. Lacing helps
promote good penmanship as it develops the pincer grip. The activities also increase fine-motor
control, introduce problem-solving, develop concentration, and encourage quiet play. Laces are
27” long with easy-to-thread 1” tips. Pieces vary from 4" to 7" in size.
*Must be ordered in full case packs.
Case Pack: 6*

Extra Laces LR-2594
24 per package

Sea Life LR-2574

Dinosaurs LR-2571

Farm LR-2579

Animals LR-2562

Shapes LR-2561

Pets LR-2578

myStorymaker

PAT-7969 | Ages 12 months+

myPhone

PAT-7968 | Ages 6 months+
The easy-to-use record button allows
mommy, daddy, grandparents and more to record personalized
messages for baby! Babies play with the 5.5” toy phone, pressing
the buttons for fun sounds and phrases. Features natural woodtop on toy phone and remote. Requires 1 button cell battery
(included) and 3 AAA batteries (not included). Case Pack: 6
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The colourful icons allow
children to create a story
by pressing one from each
section: hero, adventure
and happy ending! Sections
light up to guide children in creating their
story. Stories contain fun sounds and expressive voices
to engage children. Pressing the Mirari logo triggers a
lovable giggle and the narrator! Measures 5.75” x 9.5”.
Requires 3 AAA batteries (not included). Case Pack: 6

Fun with Magnets
SM-5250 | Ages 4+

Kids will love to learn about the mysteries of magnetism
as fun and science are combined in My First Magnet Kit.
Activity cards included in the kit teach about magnetic
fields, poles, and the different kinds of magnets. Case Pack: 6
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Peg Sets

Peg Sets
Action-Stackers™
Big Builder Set

Peg Sets are teaching tools providing

progressive challenges as kids advance.
Essential hand-eye coordination, finemotor control, counting skills and fun are
just ahead! Kids also will have fun seeing
how high they can stack the pegs.

Pegboards Only
Ages 2+

Large
Pegboard

LR-2471 | Ages 3+

All the fun of the little builder
set with even more fun parts
to play with! Case Pack: 3

Shape & Colour Sorter

Number Play

LR-2114 | Ages 2+ | Case Pack: 6

LR-2414 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 6

Action-Stackers™
Little Builder Set

LR-2470 | Ages 3+

Includes new connectors that allow children to
build in new directions, and wheels that allow
movement! Case Pack: 3

Mighty Monkey®
Pegs & Pegboard Set

(100 holes, 11½”)

LR-2421 | Case Pack: 6

LR-2452 | Ages 2+

Tall-Stackers Pegs
& Pegboard Set
™

Big-Little
Pegboard (25 holes, 8”)
LR-2422 | Case Pack: 6

Stringing Pegs &
Pegboard™ Set
LR-2419 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 6

Tall-Stackers
Pegs Only Ages 2+

Number Puzzle
Boards & Pegs
LR-2447 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 4

LR-2439 | Case Pack: 6

LR-2116 | Ages 2+

A-Z Pegboard™ Set
(Lowercase)
LR-2321 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 4
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®

The 8” square Lauri crepe rubber
pegboard has 25 holes. Case Pack: 6

Toddler Tote™

™

100 pieces

LR-2444 | Ages 2+

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

A-Z Pegboard™ Set
(Uppercase)
LR-2322 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 4

In addition to having fun with basic
pegging and puzzle-making, they will
learn about shapes, colours, and numbers.
They can even use the puzzle pieces to
make up a fun story! Case Pack: 6

Kids will enjoy using their imagination to
create their own Mighty Monkey formations
and seeing how high they can stack the over
2” monkeys! Each monkey’s leg acts as a peg
and can be used with all Lauri Tall-Stacker
pegboards and pegs. Case Pack: 6

Smart Shapes & Pegs™
LR-2448 | Ages 2+

With 1 to 5 holes per shape, it’s also a
counting toy that lays a good foundation
for early math skills. Case Pack: 6

Large Pegboard &
Tall-Stackers™ Pegs
LR-2446 | Ages 2+

Kids will have even more fun with this
larger, 11½” square Lauri® crepe rubber
pegboard with 100 holes. Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com

Tall-Stackers™
Pegs Building Set
LR-2450 | Ages 3+

100 colourful pegs and 17 Lauri crepe
rubber tower pegboards. Case Pack: 4

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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Activity Pocket Charts

Learning Activities
Language Cards
Magnetic Foam
Numbers

SM-5333 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6

Ages 3+

Our Language Cards are great teaching tools to help kids build early
language skills. They increase vocabulary, promote language development,
and strengthen communications skills. Each package features full-colour
photographs or illustrations on large 6" x 5½" cards. An activity guide with
each set offers lots of ideas, games, and activities to make learning fun! The
coated cards and the quality storage box provide lasting value. Case Pack: 6

Mid Size Pocket Chart
SM-742

This intermediate-size pocket chart
measures 28" x 28" and has 6 seethrough horizontal pockets. (Cards
not included.) Case Pack: 12

Magnetic Foam
Letters
SM-5330 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 6

Nouns

(Around the Home) SM-973

Actions SM-976

Kids develop grouping and classifying
skills. For example, dog, cat, and goldfish.

Magnetic Foam
Pattern Blocks

SM-5331 | Ages 4+ | Case Pack: 6

Categories SM-974
Opposites SM-972
This set includes 20 opposite pairs for
10 different common antonyms, such as
full/empty, dirty/clean, on/off.

Kids will enjoy sorting and
classifying as they find and match
the 3 photo cards in each category.

Magnetic Foam
Objects
SM-5332 | Ages 3+ | Case Pack: 6

Rhymes SM-977
Kids develop basic rhyme skills. Cat,
hat, dog, frog, clock, block and so forth.
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Go Togethers SM-971

Scheduling Pocket Chart

Calendar Pocket Chart

SM-743

SM-746

This is a great chart for organizing and
presenting a daily schedule clearly on any
wall. Scheduling cards with a common
subject or activity can be customized by
adding the digital and analog time to each.
Use the back of the cards to add your own
activities. The chart measures 12” x 36”
with 14 see-through pockets and an extra
storage area at the bottom to store unused
cards. Case Pack: 12

This perpetual wall calendar measures
25½" x 38¼" and has 46 see-through
pockets. Cards that fit into the pockets
include month, date, year, day of the
week, weather, seasons, and special
events. Birthday and special-event cards
can be personalized with a dry-erase
marker. For added value, the backs of the
cards are in Spanish. Three extra storage
pockets at the bottom of the chart make
for easy storage and access. Case Pack: 12

Organization Center
Pocket Chart
SM-747

Bring organization to your classroom,
home, or office with this 37½” x
40” chart. The 27 large pockets hold
standard file folders for 8½” x 11”
papers. The chart also has 27 smaller
see-through pockets that hold dryerase cards to identify students or
special projects. Case Pack: 12

Develop kids’ awareness of
relationships by matching 20
associated pairs.

www.outsetmedia.com
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Pocket Chart Cards

Alphabet Letters
SM-755 | Ages 4+

Story Sequencing
SM-750 | Ages 4+

This versatile card set allows younger kids
to enjoy discovering and manipulating the
alphabet cards, while older children can
practice spelling words and discover word
patterns. Uppercase letters are printed on one
side of the cards, with lowercase letters on the
other side. Vowels are printed in red for easy
recognition, and bonus vowel cards teach long
and short sounds. Case Pack: 6

This set challenges kids in a fun and colourful manner
by providing real-life sequences to tell a story. Younger
children can work with the picture sequences, while
older ones can learn to recognize objects in the picture
and match them to words in a story sentence. With
this set, kids will improve their vocabulary and verbal
communication skills as well as learn how to order
events and sort with logical thinking. Case Pack: 6

Beginning Sounds

Sight Words

SM-756 | Ages 4+

SM-758 | Ages 4+

Kids start out by learning initial word
sounds using only the picture cards
and then move on to recognizing words
associated with the pictures and sounds.

With this card set, kids start by learning sight word
recognition, pronunciation, and spelling. Then they
move on to recognizing parts of speech, forming
sentences, and using punctuation. Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6
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Mini Classics Assortment

6-in-1 Magnetic Games

PR-2227 | Ages 7+ | 2 Players

PR-2261 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

Two classic games in travel form! Each display includes three Let’s
Go Fishin’ and two Four-in-a-Row. *Must be ordered in complete case
packs. Case Pack: 10* (5 per PDQ)

Six games in one very portable package! Turn the knobs to scroll to
another game, and use the magnetic pieces for easy play while on the
go. Case Pack: 6

Rock Paper Scissors

Don’t You Forget It

Classic Card Games

JAX-7020 | Ages 4+ | 2 Players

PR-2264 | Ages 8+ | 2+ Players

Ages 4+

This is a fast and fun card version
of the game kids have played for
generations. In a twist, with only
five cards in hand at a time, your
choice is limited. case Pack: 12

The fast-paced dice game that’s
fun for everyone. Keep rolling and
rolling, but try to stop before the
special dice spell out “FOR”, “GET”,
“IT”! Great for groups too.

Classic games with fun illustrations! Let’s Go Fish is a great game and
a perfect add-on gift for Let’s Go Fishin’. Old Maid has never been
more fun with this Greedy Granny. All perfect for travel! Case Pack: 12

Case Pack: 12

Let’s Go Fish Card Game
PR-8582 | 2-6 players

www.outsetmedia.com

Greedy Granny Card Game
PR-8591 | 2-6 players

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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Games for Age 3+

Games for Age 4+

Bingo the Puppy

Dirty Diapers

Let’s Go Fishin’

Let’s Go Fishin’ XL

JAX-4040 | Ages 3+ | 2-6 Players

PR-8565 | Ages 4+ | 3+ Players

PR-0055 | Ages 4+ | 1-4 Players

PR-0059 | Ages 4+ | 1-4 Players

Unleash this playful pup and watch him bounce, tumble & roll over!
Then match his ‘spots’ to a space on your game board and place a
chip there. Be the first player with three chips in a row and you win!

As the baby giggles, pass him back and forth but don’t be the player
holding him when he poops! If you are, it’s time for a diaper change!
Choose a poo out of his diaper to see if you are in or out! Requires 2
AA batteries.Case Pack: 4

Try to get the most fish in this classic action-packed game!
Requires 1 C battery. Case Pack: 4

The original classic fishing game – deep sea style! Double the
fish from the original game means double the fun! Requires 2 AA
batteries. Case Pack: 6

Big Roll Bingo: Safari

Giant Snakes & Ladders

Case Pack: 6

Mr. Bucket

Lucky Ducks

Gator Golf

PR-6300 | Ages 3+ | 2-4 Players

PR-2700 | Ages 3+ | 2-4 Players

This nostalgic favourite is back! Scoop your
coloured balls into Mr. Bucket as he whirls
and spins on the floor and spits the balls
back up. The Perfect way to get kids moving.
Requires 2 C batteries. Case Pack: 4

Lucky Ducks offers all the benefits of memory
and matching games in a format that’s easier
for little fingers than cards. As a bonus,
it helps kids with shape recognition and
colours. Requires 2 AA batteries. Case Pack: 4
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GG-31240 | Ages 3+ | 2-4 Players

PR-8604 | Ages 4+ | 2-6 Players

PR-1025 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

A hole-in-one is a lot more fun with Gator Golf!
Grab your golf club and aim to feed this hungry
little gator. Sink a putt and the gator’s tailflipping action will toss the ball back to you!

Take a walk on the wild side with Big Roll Bingo! Oversized dice are easy
for little hands to roll. Case Pack: 4

Over-sized playing pieces, a gigantic foam die, and a huge (but easy-tostore) playing board that pump this traditional game up into enormous
fun! Case Pack: 4

Case Pack: 4
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Games for Age 4 +

How Tall Am I?

Banana Blast

Mad Dog

JAX-5010 | Ages 4-10 | 2-4 Players

GG-30994 | Ages 4+ | 2-5 Players

GG-31031 | Ages 4+ | 2+ Players

Roll the die and stack up the parts to create
a crazy character! With all the pieces in
place, will your character measure up? If
your character is the tallest, you win! With
30 different pieces to choose from, you can
create a different character every time!

Players pull bananas from the tree top until
the monkey jumps. Catch the monkey to
win! Teaches hand-eye coordination, taking
turns, and quick reactions. Case Pack: 4

Carefully steal Mad Dog’s bones. But don’t
wake him up! If you get caught, he’ll get
mad and jump at you! Hours of fun and
excitement. Requires 2 AA batteries.
Case Pack: 4

Games for Age 4 +

Giggle Wiggle

Jumping Jack

Pop the Pig

GG-30514 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

GG-30546 | Ages 4+ | 2-6 Players

GG-30964 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

Kids will jump for joy when they play with
Jumping Jack, the world’s cutest bunny!
Spin the spinner to see how many carrots
you get to pick from Jack’s bunny hill. One
of the carrots will make Jack jump, but it’s
a different carrot every time. Case Pack: 4

Pop the Pig is an international preschool
classic that is adored by millions of children.
Kids spin the spinner, pop a hamburger into
the pig’s mouth, then pump his head. The
more they pump, the more his belly grows
until . . . pop! Case Pack: 4

Race to place your marbles! Use the tongs to
grab your marbles one at a time and place
them in the “Scatterpillar’s” hands. But
watch out! As “Scatterpillar” squiggles and
squirms to the music, some of the marbles
will fall and set you back! Requires 3 AA
batteries. Case Pack: 4

Pop the Pig:
Pop ‘N’ Race Game

Case Pack: 6

Build or Boom

Shark Bite

Dragon Snacks

Doggie Doo

Catch the Fox

GG-77101 | Ages 4+ | 2 Players

PR-0066 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

GG-31220 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

GG-30683 | Ages 4+ | 2-5 Players

GG-30752 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

Build your structure quickly yet carefully on
your platform. Then smash your boomer to
send your opponent’s structure tumbling.
There’s only room for one builder in this
town… do you have what it takes? Case Pack: 4

Players take turns rolling the die and fishing
for the colourful sea creatures using a fishing
rod. But watch out, you never know when the
shark will bite! Case Pack: 4

This baby dragon ate too many treasures and
needs your help to cure his bellyache. His belly
magically lights up to reveal the treasures
inside and his nose will glow, telling you which
colour treasure needs to be removed. Requires 3
AA batteries. Case Pack: 4

Feed and walk your little pup; if he makes
a mess, you clean it up. When you squeeze
his leash, he makes a gassy sound that gets
louder and louder until Doggie does what
doggies do…and this becomes a dog poop
game. The first player to clean up after the
dog three times wins in this doo-doo game.

France’s 2016 Toy of the Year is now available
in Canada! Players put the chickens in the
fox’s pockets and press on his head. You
never know when his pants will disappear,
sending chickens everywhere! Case Pack: 4

GG-30199 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

Pop the dice and race around the game board
as you try to be the first player to get your
four pieces home. Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 4
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Sequence

Sequence
Games

Sequence: Deluxe Edition
JAX-8060 | Ages 7+ | 2-12 Players

Sequence Tin
JAX-8040 | Ages 7+ | 2-12 Players
It’s the same classic game packaged
in a sturdy tin. case Pack: 6

Sequence (Trilingual)

Sequence numbers

JAX-8202 | Ages 7+ | 2-12 Players

JAX-8012 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Play a card from your hand, place a chip on the
corresponding space on the game board... when
you have five in a row, it’s a Sequence. Watch
out for jacks, they’re wild! case Pack: 4

The cards have the equations, the game board
has the answers! Sharpen those math skills
as you match the answers to spots on the
board to make a Sequence! case Pack: 6

This Deluxe Edition has a cushioned play mat
and reversible crowning chips. case Pack: 6

Sequence Jumbo Tube
JAX-8070 | Ages 7+ | 2-12 Players
The chips are bigger, and the board has been
expanded into a 32” x 27” durable playing
mat. case Pack: 4

Sequence Dice Game

Sequence Travel Tin

Sequence Travel

JAX-8007 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

JAX-8701 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

JAX-8005 | Ages 7+ | 2 Players

Players roll a pair of dice to determine where
they can put their tokens in order to make
a 5-in-a-row sequence. A number 10 roll
removes an opponent’s token, 11 is wild, and
2 and 12 earn bonus turns. case Pack: 6

Everything you need to play Sequence on-thego in a durable tin box. case Pack: 6

Everything you need to play Sequence on-thego! case Pack: 6

Sequence for Kids (Trilingual)
JAX-8206 | Ages 3-6 | 2-4 Players

It has a smaller board, cards that show various animals instead of a
regular deck, and you only need four in-a-row to win. case Pack: 6
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Sequence Letters
JAX-8011 | Ages 3-7 | 2-4 Players
The cards each have a letter on them, and the board has pictures. To place
a chip on the board, players must match a card with the first letter of the
picture in the space to claim it. case Pack: 6
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Amazing Super Snow:
Blizzard In A Bucket
BAT-1564 | Ages 4+

It’s a new twist on the old sand bucket.
Add water to a scoop of Amazing Super
Snow Powder® to create an eruption of
snow. Watch it expand 100 times its original
size. Mold the fluffy flakes into a snowball
and freeze it. Comes with a colorful tarp to
keep your Amazing Super Snow Powder®
in place and make clean up easy.

Amazing Super
Snow: 400
gram bag
BAT-191 | Ages 4+

Contains 400 grams of
Amazing Super Snow
Powder®. Case Pack: 6

Amazing
Super
Snow: 70
gram box

Amazing
Amazing
Super Snow: Super Snow:
100 gram jar Test Tube
BAT-189 | Ages 4+
Blister

BAT-1468 | Ages 4+

Makes approximately
two gallons of faux
snow. Use the activity
guide to learn the
science behind the
eruption. Case Pack: 12

Contains 70 grams
of Amazing Super
Snow Powder®.
Case Pack: 6

BAT-121 | Ages 4+

Contains 10 grams
of Amazing Super
Snow Powder®.
Case Pack: 12*

Case Pack: 6

Super
Secret
Test Tubes
Ages 6+

Work with
the Classified
Science Bureau to
unlock the secret
formula. Each tube
contains 3 unique
experiments.

Instant
Flurry

Marble
Mania

Rainbow
Rave

Water
Wackiness

Extreme
Energy

BAT-1243

BAT-1244

BAT-1245

BAT-1246

BAT-1237

Case Pack: 6*

www.outsetmedia.com
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Be Amazing! Toys
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Shocking Science Lab

Energy Rod

BAT-1431 | Ages 6+

BAT-1230 | Ages 8+

Let’s learn how to complete a human
circuit. Touch one end of the Energy
Rod to make it light up. Experiment
by joining hands with others and
experience the low static that flows
through all of your bodies! There are
different experiments included and
complete instructions. Comes in a
Try Me box. Case Pack: 6

Do you think you are electric? Do your
friends get a “charge” out of you? Does
your body transmit electricity? Use our
new Energy Rod™ to find out. Hold it in
your hands and see if it lights up and
makes noise. Try it with two people,
three people, four or more! Teaches
about conductivity and circuits.
Case Pack: 12

Inter-Active Human Body
BAT-1604 | Ages 8+

Discover and learn the secrets of the
Interactive Human Body. This 14” tall
posable model comes with removable
organs and muscles to teach you jaw
dropping secrets of the incredible
human machine. Case Pack: 4

Blippi My First Science Kit:
Sink or Float

Blippi My First Science Kit:
Colors

BAT-1700 | Ages 3+

BAT-1616 | Ages 3+

Blippi has so much fun exploring his world.
Now kids can learn all about why some objects
sink and some float! Easy to use with lots of
activities to discover! Case Pack: 6

Let’s learn all about our colors with Blippi!
You’ll learn to mix colors to make new ones
and other activities. Teaches measurement
and basic math. Case Pack: 6
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Slide Quest
BL-8000 | Ages 7+ | 1-4 Players

The kingdom is in total chaos! Work together
to guide this brave rolling knight through 20
adventures filled with twists and traps. Players
each hold on to a lever and guide the moving
platform in all directions, sliding the knight to
follow the right paths while beating obstacles.
As challenges become more difficult, hold on
to your lives to make it to the highest level
and win! Slide Quest turned a video game
concept into a board game where dexterity
and cooperation are the keys to success.
Case Pack: 6
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Kids Games

Kids Games
ChickyBoom

Fish Club

BL-350 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

BL-9001 | Ages 5+ | 2 Players

The rocking, rolling roost! Get the chickens, wagon wheels, and
hay bales off the teetering roost without it toppling! Pick your
pieces carefully, as each one has a different weight and point
value. The player with the highest score wins. Case Pack: 6

Pengoloo

Pengoloo (plastic)

BL-221 | Ages 3+ | 1-6 Players

BL-270 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

BL-271 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players | Case Pack: 6

The silly rocking monkey! Players take turns
adding a ball anywhere on Keekee; the last
player to add a ball without letting any drop
wins! Case Pack: 6

Each turn, players roll the colored dice and
look under 2 penguins for eggs that match the
colors on the face of each die. Guess correctly
and keep the penguin on your iceberg. Collect
6 penguins to win! Case Pack: 6

Keekee

Gobblet

Gobblet Gobblers

BL-100 | Ages 7+ | 2 Players

BL-103 | Ages 5+ | 2 Players

The goal is to line up 4 of your pieces in a row.
You can take your opponent’s place by covering
their piece with a larger one, and can move
your pieces around the board - just be sure to
remember what is underneath! Case Pack: 6
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Fish Club is a classic two player abstract
strategy game with a modern twist.
Two families of fish go head to head for
the best spot in the new aquarium. Try
to keep your fish together, and use the
other tokens to block your opponent!
But watch out when you add a new
piece because it might cause the other
fish to scatter! Case Pack: 6

Kitty Bitty

Brain Connect

BL-6800 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

BL-6600 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

It’s nap time for the itty bitty
kitties, but they just want to
play! Help them jump, bat the
yarn balls around, and race to
the basket without catching a
look from the watchful eyes
of the mommy cats. The fun
never stops in this adorable
memory game. Case Pack: 6

THINK FAST, ACT FAST! Quickly
slide and connect your thoughts
into the right order, then be the
first to complete the correct
action to win. A clever twist on
classic sliding puzzles, this game
is perfect for solo solving or racing against friends! Case Pack: 6

Sprint

Oh My Gold!

BL-7604 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

BL-7603 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

You are a tenacious turtle racing against a
fearless rabbit… do you stand a chance? Yes!
Guess the right number of cards to take from
the pile and the more precise you are, the
further you will go on the track. This small
cooperative game is big in suspense and full of
surprises! Case Pack: 12

Ahoy sailors! Are you ready to embark on
a lively treasure hunt? Roll the lucky keys
to open treasure chests and roll coins and
diamonds to bank your treasure. Decide
cautiously if you want to roll again…
you only get one second chance!
Case Pack: 12

Gobblet Gobblers (plastic)
BL-105 | Ages 5+ | 2 Players | Case Pack: 6

Just like in Tic-Tac-Toe, players have to line up
3 of their Gobblers in a row to win. But here’s
the catch: you can gobble up your opponent’s
smaller pieces to steal their spot! Case Pack: 6

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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Kids Games

Kids Games
Battle Sheep
BL-830 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

Flock to greener pastures! Each turn, players split their
stack of sheep and then move a portion by placing it
as far as it can go in a straight line. Plan your moves
carefully to fence out your rivals and occupy the most
pastures. With multiple game board configurations, it’s
different every time you play! Case Pack: 6

Fishing Day
BL-7800 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

Follow the card in play and use your line to catch the correct objects
from the water before the yellow duck makes it out. The first player
to complete 5 challenges wins the game and becomes the champion
of the pond! More than a fishing game, Fishing Day is a clever race
made of color and shape recognition, deductions, and counting
challenges. Case Pack: 6

Piece of Pie
BL-9006 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Piece of Pie is a deliciously themed
drafting game. Each turn, take your pick
of one of the available pie pieces and
then add it to your personal pie. Pick the
pieces that match the recipes on display,
and don’t forget the decorations!

Bye Bye Mr. Fox!

Case Pack: 6

BL-9013 | Ages 5+ | 1-4 Players

Help the hens keep their eggs safe from the
cunning Mr. Fox! Spin the spinner and see what
will move this turn: an egg, a chicken, or Mr.
Fox? Work together to move three eggs into
each hen’s house to win the game! Case Pack: 6

Bears in Barrels

Wink

BL-7300 | Ages 7+ | 4-8 Players

BL-1100 | Ages 8+ | 4-8 Players

These 2 bears stuck inside their honey barrels
love to play by wrestling and tumbling and
racing! Roll them over so they can continue
chasing one another and their fun never ends!
This party game is all about dexterity and fun:
with one finger, players rush to flip the bear so
that it lands right-side up then pass it quick to
their neighbor, to avoid losing a honey token.

Don’t be afraid to look your enemy in
the eye! Wink is a silly party game that will have
your friends and family laughing all night long.
Your mission is to covertly wink at your secret
partner without being detected by the other players. Your secret partner is determined by whether
or not you have the matching card he is looking
for. Wink is the perfect ice breaker game with a
healthy dose of paranoia. Case Pack: 8

Case Pack: 8

Panic Island

Where’s Mr.Wolf?

Happy Bunny

BL-6100 | Ages 4+ | 1-4 Players

BL-6000 | Ages 3+ | 1-4 Players

As a group, work together to
help all the farm animals get
back to their barns for the night
before Mr. Wolf comes around!
Keep an eye out for him as you
flip over the animal tokens.

Hunt for the lucky carrots! Work
together to help the bunny pick
the best carrots to bring home
to his family. Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6

BL-7200 | Ages 8+ | 1-8 Players

Hurry! The volcano on your island is going to erupt! Flip two cards at
a time and remember their location to create the right pairs. Don’t
get delayed by the wacky action cards, and find the Raft and Paddle to
escape safely! This unique cooperative race takes players on a frantic
adventure they will only survive with strategic teamwork and memory!
Case Pack: 12* in two PDQs
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Kids Games

Kids Games
BraveRats
BL-800 | Ages 8+ | 2 Players

Rivaling rat clans clash in a bid for
the throne in this fast take on the card
game War. The first player to win four
rounds claims the kingdom for their
clan. Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

Niya
BL-810 | Ages 7+ | 2 Players

In Japan’s Imperial Garden, courtly manners and nature’s beauty veil
a dark political conspiracy. On each turn, players replace a garden tile
with one of their clan tokens. The first to position their clan in a row,
square, or blockade will win control of the garden…and power at court!

Maracas

Save the Dragon

Zimbbos!

BL-9005 | Ages 6+ | 2-8 Players

BL-9014 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

BL-180 | Ages 3+ | 1-4 Players

Maracas is a silly guessing game that is played
with a single maraca. One player fills the
maraca up with beads and the other players
try to guess how many are inside by shaking it
and listening closely. Case Pack: 12* (6 in PDQ + 6)

Save the Dragon is a roll & move game with
an engaging table presence. Roll the dice and
climb the stairs to the dragon’s tower… but
watch out for falling boulders!

Taking turns, roll the die to find out how many
elephants you must stack onto the pyramid. The
player who manages to place the last elephant
on the pyramid wins. Case Pack: 6

Pixy Cubes

Who Did It?

Clouds

BL-430 | Ages 6+ | 1-4 Players

BL-6400 | Ages 6+ | 3-6 Players

BL-5800 | Ages 4+ | 2-5 Players

Imagination comes in cubes! These 16 vibrant
cubes offer multi-dimensional creative play.
Who will be the first to arrange their cubes
to match the designs on the challenge cards?
Whether you play competitively or by yourself,
Pixy Cubes is a stimulating treat for the brain!

The #1 card game about #2! In this hilarious
game, race to get rid of all your cards to avoid
the blame of owning the animal that pooped.
Each game is as funny as it is fast; quickly
find your card, be the first to throw it down,
and then blame someone else’s pet!

The fluffy, puffy matching game! Turn over a
card and quickly search to find the halves that
complete the picture. Be the first to find them,
and win. Clouds is the perfect game to entertain the wildest of imaginations!

Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6* in PDQ

Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 8* in PDQ

Taco Cat Goat Cheese Pizza

Tofu Kingdom

BL-9019 | Ages 8+ | 2-8 Players

BL-5900 | Ages10 + | 3-8 Players

As unique as its name, it’s filled to the brim with hand slapping mayhem! Player place a card from their hand face up in a community pile
while saying taco/cat/goat/cheese/pizza in player sequence - when the
card matches the mantra - boom - everyone slaps their hand on the
deck - the last one picks up the cards - the winner is the player to lose
all their cards first. Case Pack: 12

In this deduction card game, players take turns assuming the role of
Prince Mochi, who is looking for his forbidden and disguised beloved,
Princess Tofu. He is allowed to ask one question to each player around the
table (who have taken on their own roles), to try and find the princess.
He must figure out who is a friend and who is a foe before he is forced to
marry a stranger! Case Pack: 12
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Dice Game

Speed Games
Fast Flip
BL-3400 | Ages 7+ | 2-8 Players

The fast fruit frenzy! In this game, the triangular cards
are double sided; one side has a collection of fruit and
the other side has just a number or a fruit by itself.
Race to find the match between the card on the
draw pile and the card you flip. Add the game
tokens for even more ways to play! Case Pack: 6

Nada!
BL-590 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

There is always a match until…Nada!
Scoop up the dice and let ‘em roll.
Quick—scan the array for matching
symbols between the orange and
white dice. The first to call a match
collects all the dice showing that
symbol. No matches? No problem! It’s
another chance to win. Shout “Nada!”
to snatch up all the dice. But speak too
soon and you’ll pay the price. This dice
game has 3 play variations. Think sharp
and act fast to match, snatch, and win!
Case Pack: 8* in PDQ

Dice Stack

Flash!

BL-4502 | Ages 7+ | 1-6 Players

BL-600 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Pile up the points! Roll the
tilted dice and stack them up
in numerical order. Stop at any
time while you are building
the wobbly tower and win the
sum of the values you stacked.
Carefully place the dice and
don’t let them fall, or you’ll
lose it all! Case Pack: 12

Fast Flip
Holidays (Mini)

Fast Flip
Pizza (Mini)

BL-3404 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

BL-3403 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

The lighting fast dice game! Players race
to roll dice combinations and rack up the
most points. Try not to blink, because
any player could score in a flash! The
good times keep rolling with simple and
quick game variations. Tote the game in
the travel pouch for electrifying fun on
the go. Case Pack: 8* in PDQ

Pocket Yamslam

Yamslam

Rally Roll

Ring It!

Cubeez

BL-303 | Ages 8+ | 1-4 Players

BL-300 | Ages 8+ | 1-4 Players

BL-4500 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

BL-2200 | Ages 5+ | 2-9 Players

BL-6200 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

The travel edition of Yamslam may come in a
small package, but it guarantees big fun! The
convenient tray and lid keep all the pieces in
place, so it’s perfect for everything from dinner
parties to camping trips. Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

The fresh new take on a dice rolling classic! In
this game, calculated risk and smart strategizing will place the odds in your favor.

Roll the dice to rack up your points! On your
turn, roll all the dice and score points based on
the color of the biggest die. Are you ready to
roll? Case Pack: 12

The furiously fast ringing game! Race to clap your hands and ring the
bell when a winning combination of cards appears on the table. Each
round, players can add silly new actions to perform before they hit the
bell. Play with up to 9 people at your next party or family game night!

The silly face race! Can you make a face the fastest? Quickly turn and
flip the 3 cubes to match the silly face on the challenge card. Will your
Cubeez be surprised, sad, happy, angry, or a little bit of everything?
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Action Games

Go Go Gelato!
BL-4600 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

The yummy logic race! Fill the order as illustrated on the challenge card
by passing the 3 scoops back and forth between the 4 cones. But be careful
to not touch or drop the scoops! Work quickly so that you are the first to
satisfy the customer and win. Case Pack: 6

Fastrack Mini

Fastrack

BL-482 | Ages 5+ | 2 Players

BL-480 | Ages 5+ | 2 Players

This mini version takes all the fun of the original rapid-action shooting game, and packs it
into a smaller design. It’s perfect for on-the-go
entertainment! Case Pack: 12* in two PDQs

Ready, aim, score! In Fastrack, each player uses the elastic band to send their 5 discs zooming
through a tiny slot to the other side of the track. Players need to work fast and aim well as they
simultaneously fire at each other. The player who sends all 10 discs to their opponent’s side
wins! Case Pack: 6

Pool Party
BL-5700 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

Fastrack NHL®
BL-481 | Ages 5+ | 2 Players

Fastrack NHL® brings your favorite sport to your fingertips! With its slick playing board and resin
pucks, this edition packs even more speed. The NHL® branded board includes all of the pro team
logos.Case Pack: 6

Join in on the cannon ball contest and form a team with your
fellow party-goers. But watch out! Too many swimmers and this
wacky pool can easily spill over, tossing you and everyone else out.
Make big splashes by propelling your teammates into the unsteady
pool, and be the first to successfully land 3 divers in to win! Unique
components and high energy gameplay will make Pool Party your
family’s new favorite. Case Pack: 6

Shaky Manor
BL-5600 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

The run-down house on the corner is rumored
to contain a valuable secret... somehow you
find yourself inside with 3 precious treasure
chests. Shake and tilt your box to keep the
treasure away from the manor’s creepy
inhabitants, and be the first to complete the
challenges to win! Case Pack: 6

Tumble Maze

Maki Stack
BL-6300 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Order’s up- it’s time for a sushi showdown! Put on your mask and grab your
teammate, or prepare to use your fingers as chopsticks. Balance and arrange
the sushi, plates, and soy sauce bottles, and make sure to execute the order
exactly as shown on the card. But be careful, one wrong move and everything
might tumble over! Race a friend or challenge as a team in this sushi stacking
extravaganza. High-quality wooden pieces and crazy stacking combinations
make Maki Stack perfect for a game night full of fun and laughter. Case Pack: 6

BL-7500 | Ages 8+ | 1 Players

Let’s get this ball rolling! In this solo action
puzzle game, challenge yourself to roll a stainless steel ball into a specific spot with a minimum of trials, navigating between obstacles
and using bonus walls to guide the ball into the
right direction. Case Pack: 6
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Logic Games
Mindo: Zen
BL-6503 | Ages 8+ | 1 Players

The Zen brain teaser. Our new Mindo collection
gets an upgrade with high-quality urea tiles and
more challenging puzzles. Indulge in hours of
peaceful brain teasing, or take it on the go in its
portable magnetic box. Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

Dr. Eureka
BL-3300 | Ages 8+ | 1-4 Players

Mix the molecules and master the formula! Pick a challenge
card, 3 test tubes, and 6 colorful balls to solve Dr. Eureka’s
scientific formulas. Move your materials from tube to tube,
and position the balls as illustrated on the challenge card. Be
careful to not drop them! Play this hands-on brain
teasing race with friends or by yourself. Case Pack: 6

Mindo Collection

consists of 4 clever logic games,
can you collect and master them all? Play solo, or combine the
puzzles and race your friends. The rules are simple: turn and flip
the doublesided tiles until you recreate the color pattern on the
challenge card. They only fit one way, into a 3x3 or 4x4 grid, so
make sure to think and plan carefully. 60 challenges will ensure
hours of brain teasing fun!

Dr. Microbe
BL-3301 | Ages 8 | 2-4 Players

Help Dr. Microbe complete her research
with your tweezers, a petri dish, and the
colorful microbes. Using logic, race your
fellow scientists to figure out which
microbes are missing from the incomplete
challenge card and snatch them up fast!
Find the answer using this key: the superbug
must always be a different shape and color
than the other three microbes in your dish.
Be the fastest scientist in the lab to impress
Dr. Microbe and win! Case Pack: 6

Dr. Beaker
BL-3302 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Stir up excitement in Dr. Beaker’s
Laboratory! Flip a challenge card
and race your opponents to match
the formula. Using logic and your
stirring rod, move the 6 molecules
into the right spots. Think ahead the special rotating platform at the
bottom of your beaker only allows
the molecules to move one-by-one.
Unique game pieces add to the fun
in this brainteasing logic race!
Case Pack: 6
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Puppy

Kitten

Unicorn

Robot

BL-6500 | Ages 5+ | 1 Players

BL-6506 | Ages 5+ | 1 Players

BL-6504 | Ages 5+ | 1 Players

BL-6505 | Ages 5+ | 1 Players

The solo puzzle for dog
and puppy lovers! Correctly
connect the 9 tiles to reunite
Boxer and his friends.

The paws-itively adorable
version of Mindo! Bella and
her kitten friends give this
brain teaser a large dose of
cute. Case Pack: 12

Starlight and her unicorn
friends encourage little
dreamers to think logically so
they can solve the challenges
by themselves. Case Pack:12

Are you as smart as Robbie
the Robot? Find the perfect
position so that each of the
9 tiles fits into the grid.

Case Pack: 12
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Learning Games
Super Genius

Gamer’s Choice

First Words

Super Genius is a collection of educational matching games. Each
game was created so that parents and teachers can help little learners
practice important academic concepts in fun and engaging ways!
Depending on the version, try to match an image to a word, or a
mathematical equation to its product or sum. A brilliant formula
means that there will always be one match between any of the cards.
Each game comes with 6 rules and an infinite potential for use, all
packed in a portable magnetic box!

BL-1300 | Ages 5+ | 1-6 Players | Case Pack: 12

Planet

Addition

BL-7700 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

BL-1301 | Ages 7+ | 1-6 Players | Case Pack: 12

Multiplication 1

BL-1302 | Ages 8+ | 1-6 Players | Case Pack: 12

A world is taking shape in the palm of your hands. Take on the
role of super beings and compete to create perfect worlds with
the ideal conditions for wildlife to flourish. In this very unique
game, each player’s board is a 12-sided 3-dimensional planet
core. Throughout 12 turns, select landscape tiles representing
oceans, deserts, mountains or frozen lands, and arrange them
on your planet to create the best ecosystems. Case Pack: 4

Detective Club
Tell Tale

Tell Tale Fairy Tales

BL-461 | Ages 5+ | 1-8 Players

BL-462 | Ages 5+ | 1-8 Players

The pictures that are worth a thousand words! Players weave wacky
and whimsical stories using cards that show a variety of settings,
characters, and objects. You’ll love the way your imagination comes to
life with Tell Tale! Case Pack: 12
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This fairy tale version of our creative storytelling game whisks you to
a land far, far away. Play cooperatively, create a storyboard, or twist
up your bedtime stories - the possibilities are endless! Case Pack: 12

BL-7702 | Ages 8+ | 4-8 Players

A game of hidden clues and subtle conspiracies! Detective Club is a
social deduction party game featuring beautiful, surreal artwork and
intriguing player interactions! One player writes a secret word in all
but one of the other players’ notebooks and then deals them out randomly... Your goal is to figure out who doesn’t know the secret word
(or pretend like you do if it’s you!). Case Pack: 4

Scarabya
BL-7100 | Ages 8+ | 1-4 Players

As the head of an international archaeological team, it is your job to
establish camps across the four corners of the globe and uncover the
long-lost golden scarabs of Scarabya! Scarabya is a tile-laying puzzle
game, in which your goal is to score scarabs by positioning your pentomino tiles such that they create enclosed zones of 1 to 4 squares.
Those scarabs are worth the size of the zone they are in. Case Pack: 6
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Gamer’s Choice

Gamer’s Choice
Photosynthesis
BL-5400 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Plant and shape the ever-changing forest as you cultivate your seeds, and
your strategy, in this beautifully themed abstract strategy game. Take your
trees through their life cycles, from seedlings to full bloom to rebirth, and
earn points as their leaves collect energy from the revolving sun’s rays.
Carefully pick where you sow and when you grow as trees in the shadows
are blocked from light, and from points. Case Pack: 4

Kingdomino

Queendomino

BL-3600 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

BL-3601 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Dominoes with a kingdom building twist! Each turn, connect
a new domino to your kingdom, making sure at least one of its
sides connects to a matching terrain type already in play. When
each player has completed a 5x5 grid, the game ends and points
are counted. Kingdomino was voted “Game of the Year” in many
European countries, including Germany where it won the coveted
Spiel des Jahres award. Case Pack: 6

Explore and conquer different terrains in this tile-laying family strategy
game. Tax your lands wisely, pick the buildings you erect carefully, and
try to win the Queen’s favor - all while making sure your plans aren’t
foiled by the Dragon’s flame. This game is both a standalone and an
expansion of the 2017 Spiel des Jahres recipient, Kingdomino. It offers
more complex challenges, a new territory, and a way for more players to
participate. Case Pack: 6

Blue Lagoon
BL-7000 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Blue Lagoon is an area control and set collection game in which players manage a
group of settlers spreading out over the islands of a newly discovered archipelago.
The game is played over two phases (the exploration phase followed by the settlement
phase). Over the course of both phases, you will expand your presence on the board by
adding one new token each turn (either a settler or a village tolken). Case Pack: 6

New York 1901
BL-2300 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Kingdomino: Age of Giants

Kingdomino Duel

BL-3603 | Ages 8+ | 2-5 Players

BL-3604 | Ages 8+ | 2 Players

Two players go head to head, rolling dice and combining them
together to create “dominoes” that are then drawn in their separate
kingdoms. Along the way, players will also gather favors from wizards to cast powerful spells that will score more points and break the
rules of the game. Case Pack: 12
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This expansion allows for a fifth player to join in on a Kingdomino or
Queendomino game, and adds more player interaction. A giant meeple
covers up a crown and cancels its value, but a tile with giant footsteps
allows a player to pass its giant meeple onto another player. Challenge
tiles are drawn at the beginning of each game to make each experience
unique and to add replay value. Case Pack: 6

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

Discover the game of acquisition, demolition,
and construction! Rise to new heights in the
famous streets of New York City as you try
to build the tallest skyscrapers in the world.
Satisfy your hunger for glory and prestige as
you raise your real estate empire to staggering
new heights. Case Pack: 4
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Family Games

MindBlock
BL-7400 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Rummy with stacking building blocks! Create Sets and
Runs by combining blocks that range in height of 1 to 7.
Sets are made with 3 or 4 blocks of the same size, but different colors. Runs are made up of 3 or more blocks of the
same color in consecutive order. Think ahead and make
the right decisions, without losing track of what’s on the
table as you disassemble Runs and Sets to reassemble
them into new ones using your blocks. Case Pack: 6

TopiCubes

Dog Rush

BL-7600 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

BL-7602 | Ages 6+ | 2-6 Players

In this fun word game, players roll 10 dice,
5 with a letter, and 5 with an illustrated topic,
and race to find matching words. A winning
matching word must start with one of the
letters on a die, and must belong to one of the
categories showing on a die of a different color.
With topics like celebs, TV shows, piece of
clothing, ‘’something square’’, an animal living
on land, and many more, this game is sure to
entertain your creative mind and guarantees
bursts of laughter! Case Pack: 12

It’s dog walking time in the park. Oh wait! A
rabbit passes by and all the dogs escape their
owners to run after it, getting their leashes all
tangled up. Quick! Find and pull the end of the
leash corresponding to the dog that was chosen at the beginning of the round, and win
a treat for your furry friend!

Sherlock Express

Beagle or Bagel?

BL-7901 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

BL-7301 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Help Sherlock find Moriarty’s accomplice! Each turn, observe the 6
suspects, and as alibis get placed down on the table, use your
deductive skills to expose the culprit first and win the round!
Sherlock Express is a fast game of deduction where everyone is a
suspect… until proven innocent! Case Pack: 12

Flip cards fast and be the first to call out “Beagle” or “Bagel” depending on which one is showing the most on the table… after a while you
won’t know if you are looking at a furry friend in a ball, or a yummy
bread roll! This goofy card game offers 3 ways of playing to challenge
your visual perception in fun and unpredictable ways! Case Pack: 12

Once Upon a Castle

Starlink

BL-7701 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

BL-9002 | Ages 8+ | 3-6 Players

This charming roll-and-write game keeps players engaged planning
their collection of resources and doodling their prestigious castle one
piece at a time! Case Pack: 6

It’s time to create your very own constellations by connecting the stars
together in the night sky. Starlink is a drawing party game that takes its
inspiration from the stars in the sky. Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 12

Snip Snap!
BL-9000 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Snip Snap! is the fast action dice matching
game that will get your head spinning! Roll
the dice and race to be the first to find a match
between your dice and your opponents’ dice.
See two sharks? Call out “SHARK SNAP!” and
snatch them fast to win! Case Pack: 12* in PDQ
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Family Games

Family Games

Talent Show

Cross Clues

BL-9003 | Ages 7+ | 2-10 Players

BL-9016 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Do you have what it takes to win the talent
show? Roll the dice to complete the challenge
for the round. Challenges include: drawing,
singing, miming and combining words together. You will score points if the other players
can guess what you are trying to represent.

Work together to fill in the grid of code words
by giving single word clues that represent the
crossing of two different code words in the
grid. Consider your clues carefully and think as
a team to fill in as much of the grid as possible!
Thousands of different combinations
guarantee endless fun! Case Pack: 12

Case Pack: 12

Droll
BL-9009 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Time to break out the dice and get
the party rolling in this hilarious
dice-drawing party game. You have
two minutes to draw images related
to your secret word on each side of
your giant dice.When everyone is
done drawing, roll the dice and try
to guess the other players’ secret
words! Case Pack: 6

Bendomino
BL-240 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

Dominoes with a twist! Bendomino may play
the same way as the traditional classic,
but the curved design introduces a new level
of strategy; the pieces need to match AND fit.
A unique pattern of twists and turns emerges
every time you play! Case Pack: 6

Slam Cup
BL-9008 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

Slam Cup is an intensely fast speed
matching game. Match the color on
the inside of your cup to the color on
the outside of the top cup on the stack.
Then slam your cup on top as fast as
you can before someone beats you to it!
Case Pack: 6

Rip Off
BL-9004 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

You’ve got just one bill to cover all your expenses! Rip Off is an innovative game of visual perception unlike anything you’ve played before. You
must rip off pieces of your bill to literally cover the objects you want to
buy. Make sure the piece you rip off is just the right size! The more you
rip off now, the less you will have to cover future expenses.
Case Pack: 12* (6 in PDQ + 6)

Double Shutter
BL-291 | Ages 8+ | 1-4 Player

Cupcake Academy

Each turn, knock down a combination of numbered tiles that add up
to the value of the dice you just rolled. The round ends when no tiles
remain that are equal to the value of the dice, and the player with the
lowest total of leftover tiles wins. Case Pack: 6

BL-9012 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Cupcake Academy is a cooperative game
of logic and speed. Work together with
your fellow pastry chefs to organize
your kitchen based on your instructor’s
assignments. Move your cups quickly
before time runs out! Case Pack: 6

Sumoku
BL-360 | Ages 9+ | 1-8 Players

The challenging crossword-style math game. In this game, players build
a grid by adding up their numbered tiles so that each row matches a
multiple of the number on the rolled die. Scores grow with every connected row and column. Look no further for an addicting math game!
Case Pack: 12
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Outdoor Activities
Slingball Freestyle
DJ-22 | Ages 6+ | 2 Players

Djubi Collection

- Outdoor fun just got an upgrade with Djubi’s lineup of active toys!
The entire collection relies on a unique launching system that creates maximum distance and
maximum fun. The balls come with a rubber loop attached, which loops onto a hook on the
racket frame. Pull back, release, and watch them fly up to 100 feet away! Great for the backyard,
the park, the beach, and anywhere else there is catching fun to be had. Made by Djubi, brought to
you exclusively by Blue Orange Games.

A lighter version of the classic. It’s all the
launching fun packed into a design that’s
perfect for all ages. Case Pack: 12

Medium Ball Refills
DJ-25

A 5-pack of refills. Use with Djubi
Junior, Djubi Slingball, and Djubi
Dartball. Case Pack: 6

ParaShoot
DJ-23 | Ages 8+ | 1 Players

Launch the orange ball up as far as you can,
it can reach up to 80 feet! Right as it peaks,
it pops open thanks to a self-timer and, out
comes the parachute! Players of all ages love
launching this high flying parachute and
watching it descend to the ground. Case Pack: 6

SlingBall Classic
DJ-20 | Ages 8+ | 2 Players

The original Djubi! It’s the ultimate game of
catch that allows you to send the ball sailing
over 100 feet! Perfect for sport enthusiasts and
catch aficionados to up their game. Case Pack: 6

Large
Ball
Refills

SpringShot
DJ-30 | Ages 8+ | 1+ Players

DJ-26

Stack and arrange the 3 target cups anyway
you’d like to prove your accuracy skills. Fire the
Djubi balls to knock’em down one at a time...
or all at once! The Spring Shot was designed
to make launching easy, and makes it fun to
improve accuracy! Case Pack: 6

A 4-pack of
refills. Use with
Djubi Classic.
Case Pack: 6

SlingBall Night Flight
DJ-28 | Ages 8+ | 2 Players

Light-up rackets and balls for the ultimate
night time game of catch! Switch your rackets
ON for a flashing lightning experience. The
light on the ball will activate as it launches
into darkness. Case Pack: 6

SlingBall Splash
DJ-27 | Ages 6+ | 2 Players

All the launching fun of
Djubi outdoor toys, with an
added splash action for even
more fun! Soak the ball and
launch it to make a splash!
Case Pack: 6

SlingBall Junior
DJ-21 | Ages 5+ | 2 Players

The smallest Djubi. Designed with an e-z
launch guide, generous net, and looped handle
so that little hands can join in on the fun!

DartBall
DJ-24 | Ages 8+ | 2+ Players

Case Pack: 6

Dartball takes all the excitement and fun of Djubi and adds the extra
challenge of accuracy. Use the launchers to aim and fire balls at the
target net; the highest score wins! Case Pack: 6
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